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Cholera continues to be a serious public health concern in developing countries 
and the global increase in the number of reported outbreaks suggests tha t activities 
to control the diseases and surveillance programs to identify or predict the occur­
rence of the next outbreaks are not adequate. Mathematical models play a critical 
role in predicting and understanding disease mechanisms, and have long provided 
basic insights in the possible ways to control infectious diseases. This dissertation 
is concerned with mathematical modeling and analysis of cholera dynamics. First, 
we study an autonomous model in a homogeneous environment with added controls 
that involves both direct and indirect transmission pathways. We conduct a careful 
equilibrium analysis and, in particular, investigate the threshold dynamics of this 
model. Next, we propose a general multi-group model for cholera dynamics tha t 
incorporates spatial heterogeneity and dispersal. Under biologically feasible condi­
tions, we show that the basic reproduction number TZq remains a sharp threshold 
for cholera dynamics in multi-group settings. We verify the analysis by numeri­
cal simulation results. Then, we propose a  deterministic cornpartmental model for 
cholera dynamics in time-periodic environments. The model incorporates seasonal 
variation into a general formulation for the incidence (or, force of infection) and the 
pathogen concentration. The basic reproduction number of the periodic model is 
derived, based on which a careful analysis is conducted on the epidemic and endemic 
dynamics of cholera. Several specific examples are presented to demonstrate this 
general model, and numerical simulation results are used to validate the analytical 
prediction. Finally, we extend the general multi-group cholera model to a periodic 
environment.
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CH APTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Cholera is a severe intestinal infectious disease caused by ingesting food or water 
contaminated with the bacterium Vibrio cholerae. Symptoms of cholera infection 
include profuse watery diarrhea th a t rapidly causes dehydration, hypovolemic shock, 
and acidosis and can lead to death if appropriate treatm ent is not promptly given 
[60,70]. The World Health Organization estimates that there are 3 to  5 million cases 
of cholera infection and 100,000 to 120,000 deaths due to cholera each year. Recent 
years witnessed an increasing number of cholera outbreaks worldwide, including one 
of the largest cholera epidemics in modern history th a t took place in Haiti from 
2010-2012 with more than 530,000 reported cases and over 7,000 deaths [70]. Major 
cholera outbreaks also include those in Sierra Leone (2012), Ghana (2011), Nigeria 
(2010), Vietnam (2009), Zimbabwe (2008), and India (2007), among others. Thus, 
cholera remains a serious public health concern in the developing world where poverty 
and poor sanitation and hygiene are prevalent.
Consequently, provision of clean water and proper sanitation facilities are the 
critical weapons in reducing the impact of cholera [15,70]. However, water and san­
itation investments, which are the key for long-term cholera prevention and control, 
are usually not possible in emergency epidemic settings or not available in develop­
ing countries. These epidemics have increased in frequency, severity, and duration, 
implying that current knowledge in cholera dynamics and public health guidelines to 
control the disease are not adequate.
Cholera dynamics are subject to complex disease transmission pathways. 
The transmission of cholera involves both direct (human-to-human) and indirect 
(environment-to-human) routes, due to the multiple interactions between the human 
host, the pathogen, and the environment [51]. Both symptomatic and asymptomatic 
individuals shed the bacteria back into the environment, further fueling the pathogen 
concentration and persistence of the disease. Direct transmission of cholera through 
human-human contact is usually not expected because the infectious dose (ID) is 
high [60,68]. Here, we define direct human-to-human transmission as cholera trans­
mission not involving the aquatic environment, i.e, cholera transmission through
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other fecal to oral pathways of hyperinfectious vibrios such as ingesting food or wa­
ter contaminated by a food handler. A recent cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe, a 
land-locked country in Africa, underscores such a  direct human-to-human transmis­
sion pathway [47]. Indirect transmission of cholera arises from exposure to untreated 
water and sewage.
Mathematical modeling, simulation and analysis is a key approach to gain insight 
into the complex transmission dynamics of cholera. SIR and SIRS epidemiological 
models are commonly used to study the dynamics of infectious diseases. The total 
population is divided into homogeneous subpopulations, or compartments, based on 
the stage of the disease. In general, individuals are classified into three distinct com­
partments: susceptible (S), infected (I), and recovered (R). The susceptible compart­
ment consists of individuals who could potentially become infected with the disease. 
Individuals who are currently infected (symptomatic and asymptomatic) with the 
disease are classified as infected. Lastly, individuals who have recovered and can no 
longer transmit the disease are classified as recovered. These epidemiological models 
describe the movement of individuals between S, I and R. In an SIR model, once 
an infectious individual enters the recovered compartment, the individual develops 
immunity and no longer transmits the disease. However, in an SIRS model, indi­
viduals are susceptible, then infected, then recovered, and finally lose immunity and 
become susceptible again. Frequently incorporated amongst proposed mathematical 
models studying cholera dynamics is an incidence function, which determines the 
rate of new infection. The incidence function incorporates transmission routes such 
as contact rates with the pathogen in untreated water (indirect transmission) and 
among human hosts (direct transmission).
Since cholera is a waterborne infectious disease, many mathematical cholera mod­
els extend the classical SIR framework by adding an environment component, de­
noted by B, tha t tracks the concentration of toxigenic cholera vibrios in water. The 
pathogen has a critical relationship with the aquatic environment. In the absence of 
an infected individual excreting the bacteria back into the environment, the pathogen 
can continue to persist and potentially infect others. That is, the aquatic environment 
may serve as a reservoir of toxigenic V. cholerae allowing the bacteria to survive for 
long periods of time [15,68]. Biofilms provide protection to the bacteria from stresses 
in the environment, allowing for survival and persistence [60]. Hence, it is important
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to understand the significance of the aquatic reservoir and its effects on cholera dy­
namics. A number of mathematical cholera models have been proposed and analyzed 
in recent years [2,7,13,15,28,31,43,47,61-63,65]; among these, several models have 
been driven by the ongoing outbreaks in Haiti [2,7,13,63].
In particular, Codego [15] published a model tha t incorporated the environmental 
component into a regular SIR epidemiological model, building on the previous work 
in [10]. The environment component allows for the introduction of a  function used 
to describe the rate of change for the pathogen in the environment. Codego’s model 
illustrated the pathogen concentration as e l  — (3B, where e is the human contribution 
to the pathogen concentration and 3  is the net death rate of vibrios. A saturation 
incidence given by A(B) = a K^ H was used to model the infection from the environ­
ment, where a is the rate of exposure to the contaminated environment and K  is 
the half saturation concentration of environmental vibrios. This model excluded the 
human-to-human transmission pathway.
On the other hand, Mukandavire et al. [47] proposed a new model incorporating 
both direct and indirect cholera transmission to study the 2008-2009 cholera out­
breaks in Zimbabwe. This model considered human-to-human transmission defined 
in the context of infection by hyperinfectious vibrios [28,45,46,51]. The incidence 
term was modeled as +  Phi where pe and Ph are rates of exposure to envi­
ronmental and hyperinfectious vibrios, respectively. The results in [47] elucidates 
the importance of human-to-human transmission in shaping cholera epidemics in 
non-riverine and estuarine environments such as Zimbabwe.
Similarly, Tien and Earn [62] proposed a model with both environment-to- human 
and human-to-human transmission pathways; however, no saturation effect was con­
sidered. The bilinear incidence function was given by bw W  + b jl, where W  is the 
pathogen concentration in the environment, and bw and bj are defined in the same 
role as pe and Ph, respectively. Moreover, Wang and Liao [65] recently proposed 
a deterministic cholera model th a t incorporates general nonlinear incidence factors 
and pathogen functions and tha t can unify many of the existing cholera models. 
These studies have certainly produced many useful results and have improved our 
understanding of cholera dynamics. For reference, we have listed details of these 
cholera models (Codego, Mukandavire et al., Tien and Earn, and Wang and Liao) in 
Appendix A.
A major limitation of these cholera models and other current quantitative studies
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(e.g., [28,57]) on cholera transmission and control is that spatial heterogeneity and 
dispersal are not sufficiently addressed, resulting in poor understanding of the spread 
of cholera infection. Mukandavire et al. [47] estimated basic reproduction numbers 
for the 10 provinces in Zimbabwe. The results were highly heterogeneous, show­
ing that the underlying transmission pattern varied widely throughout the country. 
Similarly, in the work of Tuite et al. [63], very different basic reproduction numbers 
were established for the 10 administrative departments of Haiti. Although relatively 
simple mathematical models were used in these studies, they did imply tha t spatial 
heterogeneity takes an essential role in cholera transmission and the design of con­
trol strategies. Consequently, the effects of dispersal and movement among different 
spatial regions, including the communication of human populations and dispersal of 
vibrios, are critical in shaping the global epidemics and endemics of cholera.
One of the most successful approaches to investigate spatial heterogeneity and 
dispersal in mathematical epidemiology is multi-group modeling. In multi-group 
modeling, the entire population is divided into n  >  2 distinct groups, with each 
group containing S, I, R, and B compartments. Thus, disease transmission occurs 
both within the same group and between different groups, reflecting the movement 
of human hosts and the pathogen from one spatial region to another. In this study, 
we will use the multi-group modeling approach to investigate the spatial dynamics 
of cholera transmission.
Another critical limitation of these cholera models (e.g., [15,28,47,57,62,65]), 
however, is that they all assume th a t the model parameters are constant in time, 
meaning tha t the disease contact rate, recovery rate, pathogen growth rate, etc., all 
take fixed values independent of time. From the mathematical point of view, such an 
assumption has the advantage of simplifying the models and analysis, and facilitating 
the use of some well known theory in autonomous dynamical systems. Yet seasonal 
environmental and climatic factors could significantly affect cholera dynamics. For 
example, temperature, salinity, rainfall and plankton influence the transmission of 
cholera in regions of the world where the human population relies on untreated water 
as a source of drinking water [17]. These seasonal and environmental variations 
represent another kind of heterogeneous environment for the disease dynamics tha t 
is defined in terms of time.
In many endemic places, cholera is a seasonal disease and infection peaks often 
occur annually in the rainy or monsoon season [21,30,53,60,68], further illustrating
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the concept of a potential reservoir of toxigenic cholera vibrios in endemic regions. 
Such observations underline the limitation of current cholera models and imply that 
mathematical insight on cholera seasonality has largely lagged behind. It is thus im­
portant for mathematical cholera studies to incorporate these seasonal factors to gain 
deeper quantitative understanding of the short and long term evolution of cholera 
dynamics, and to better predict and prevent future cholera outbreaks. We will take 
a solid step in this work to investigate seasonal dynamics of cholera transmission. In 
particular, we will analyze the threshold properties of cholera dynamics in a periodic 
environment.
This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Following this introductory 
Chapter 1, in Chapter 2 we modify an autonomous cholera model to incorporate 
added control measures. This model is based on the essential assumption of a ho­
mogeneous environment; no spatial variations or seasonal oscillations are involved. 
Although unrealistic in some sense, this simplified, autonomous model allows us to 
conduct a careful analysis on the interaction between the disease control measures 
and the multiple transmission pathways of cholera, results of which would provide 
useful insight into the design of effective control strategies against cholera outbreaks. 
In particular, we determine the basic reproduction number TZq and conduct an equi­
librium analysis for the epidemic and endemic dynamics of the system. In Chapter 
3, we construct a general multi-group modeling framework for cholera with biologi­
cally reasonable assumptions to study spatial heterogeneity in cholera dynamics. We 
derive the basic reproduction number and analyze the global stability of the equilib­
ria. We present numerical simulation results to validate our analysis. In Chapter 4, 
we construct a generalized cholera model in a periodic environment th a t represents 
seasonal variations. We again derive the basic reproduction number and study the 
global stability of the disease-free equilibrium. We further analyze the existence and 
uniform persistence of an endemic periodic solution and briefly study several spe­
cific cholera models. Then, we extend the general multi-group model to a periodic 





Mathematical modeling of cholera dynamics and conducting realistic numerical 
simulations based off historical data offers useful insight for public health adminis­
tration. Cholera models can be utilized to establish potentially the most effective 
control measures needed during a cholera outbreak or for long-term cholera preven­
tion. For example, appropriate sanitation facilities, safe water and medical treatm ent 
are critical in reducing the impact of cholera [70]. Thus, from modeling and simu­
lation, public health guidelines can be improved. We will start our investigation by 
considering a simplified scenario where all human hosts are homogeneously mixed 
and all disease transmission rates are fixed, without complications from spatial and 
temporal variations. Our first goal is then to study the effects of different public 
health controls on cholera dynamics in such a homogeneous environment.
To tha t end, we modify the model of Mukandavire et al. [47] (original model 
presented in Appendix A) by adding three disease control measures: vaccination, 
treatment, and water sanitation, and by introducing a new class of vaccinated people 
to the SIR epidemiological model. Thus, our model classifies the human population, 
denoted by N , into the susceptibles (5), the vaccinated (V), the infected or infectives 
(I), and the recovered (R ). We assume that individuals are born and die a t an 
average rate p. The concentration of vibrios in contaminated water is denoted by B. 
We, thus, have the following system of differential equations describing the cholera 
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Susceptible individuals acquire cholera infection either by ingesting environmental 
vibrios from contaminated aquatic reservoirs or through human-to-human transmis­
sion, at rates Ae =  (1 — p)f3e — and A/, =  (1 — p)(3hl, respectively, with the
K ~b JD
subscripts e and h denoting environment-to-human and human-to-human transmis­
sions. Here, k  is the pathogen concentration th a t yields 50% chance of infection 
cholera, and p =  t xp is the sanitation-induced preventability to cholera infection 
which is a product of the sanitation efficacy ex and compliance p. We further assume 
that susceptible individuals are vaccinated at a rate (j>(t), where t is the time variable, 
with a vaccine that has a  degree of protection a  =  (1 — e2)> where t 2 is the vaccine 
efficacy. Infected individuals are treated at a rate r(t)  and some recover naturally 
at a rate 7 into the recovered class. Infected individuals contribute to V. cholerae 
in the aquatic environment at a rate £ and vibrios have a net death rate <5 in the 
environment. In addition, water sanitation leads to the death of vibrios at a rate
In general, r(t)  and v{t) are functions of t, representing non-uniform and 
time-dependent controls. For the special case when the rates of all the three controls 
are positive constants, i.e.,
<p(t) =  <p > 0 , r(f) =  r > 0 , and v(t) = v > 0 , (6 )
the model (1) - (4) is reduced to an autonomous system, th a t is, a system of ordinary 
differential equations of the form
W  =  F{ X)  ’
where X  =  (S, V, I, R, B ) T and the right hand side does not explicitly depend on 
time. Therefore, any parameters incorporated into an autonomous epidemiological 
model are constant and independent of time. In this regard, once an infected individ­
ual enters a susceptible community, disease transmission occurs and control measures 
are put into place immediately at a constant rate. This simplifies the mathematical 
model and allows us to conduct a  careful equilibrium analysis on both the disease- 
free and endemic equilibria. However, in most epidemic and endemic settings, control 
measures are difficult to implement a t the onset of an outbreak and at a constant 
rate.
Since the total population N  is fixed and N  = S +  V  + I  + R,  we will not need 
equation (5) in our model analysis. It is clear to see tha t in this case, the feasible
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region of the system (1) - (4) is
which is positively invariant for the flow of the system (1) - (4).
In the absence of infection (i.e., no infected individuals nor toxigenic bacteria in 
the water, I  =  B  = 0), the disease-free equilibrium (DFE) of the system (1) - (4) is 
given by
2.1 STA BILITY  A N A LY SIS O F D ISE A SE -FR E E  E Q U IL IBR IU M
The basic reproduction number, denoted TZq , is a fundamental concept in epi­
demiology. It is defined as the expected number of secondary infections tha t occur 
when a typical infective individual is introduced into a  completely susceptible pop­
ulation [64,66]. Therefore, the basic reproduction number defines a key biological 
threshold behavior for numerous epidemic models [66]. If TZq < 1, then the infectious 
disease will die out, whereas the infectious disease will spread and persist in a popu­
lation if TZq > 1. This theoretical principle has been extensively applied to  measure 
the effectiveness of vaccination strategy and antibiotic treatment, to estimate likeli­
hood of eradicating a disease, and to guide public health administrators to properly 
scale their efforts [29]. Hence, it is crucial to determine an accurate estimate of TZo 
for any infectious disease. There are several ways to obtain the basic reproduction 
number for an infectious disease. One approach in determining TZo is based on the 
next-generation matrix theory [64,66].
Let x  =  (x i , . . . ,  x n)T where each x, is the number of individuals in each compart­
ment. The compartments are sorted so th a t the first m  compartments correspond to 
the infected compartments and (x m, . . .  , x n) correspond to the uninfected compart­
ments. The set of all disease free states is defined by X s =  {x > 0 : X{ = 0, % =  
1 , . . . ,  m}.  Let Ti{x)  be the rate of appearance of new infections in the ith  compart­
ment, V8+ (x) be the rate of transfer of individuals into the zth compartment by other 
means, and V~(x)  be the rate of transfer of individuals out of the zth compartment. 
Then, a disease transmission model can be represented by
= fi(x) = Ti{x)  -  Vi(x), z =  1, . . . ,  n (9 )
9
where V; = V* -  and J rl , V{ and V+ are all assumed to be continuously differ­
entiable at least twice in each variable.
L em m a 1 . [64] I f  x$ is a disease-free equilibrium of (9) and the following assump­
tions are satisfied
(Al )  if  x  > 0, then Fi, V f ,  V f  >  0 for i =  1, . . .  n.
(A2) if  Xi — 0 then V~ =  0. In particular, i f  x  € X s then V~ = 0 fo r i — 1 , . . . ,  m.
(A3) =  0 i f  i > m.
(A4) if  x  € X s then Fi(x)  =  0 and V(~(x ) =  0 fo r  i =  1, . . . ,  m.
(A5) i f  T( x )  is set to zero, then all eigenvalues of Df (xo)  have negative real parts,
then the derivatives D T {xo) and D V ( x o) are partitioned as
D T (x  0)
F  0 
0 0
DV(x  0)







V  0 
J'i -I4
i < i, j  < m.
Further, F  is normegative, V  is a nonsingular M-matrix and all eigenvalues o f J4 
have positive real parts.
Following [18] and [64]. we define F V _1 as the next-generation m atrix for the 
mathematical model and set the basic reproduction number as
TZo =  P { F V - 1) (10)
where p{A) denotes the spectral radius of a matrix A.
Let x  =  (I, B,  S , V ) T . Thus, the first two entries of x  are directly related to 
infection. Our main interest lies in determining the matrices F  and V  in order to 
explicitly define TZq . Hence, we consider the compartmentalized infectious subsystem:
= F - V
’ d l/d t  ' ' ( 1  - p )  +  (S  + a V ) ' (r  +  7  +  n) I
dB/ d t 0 _ (6 +  u)B -  f  /  _
(11)
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where F  denotes the rate of appearance of new infections and V denotes the rate 
of transfer of individuals into or out of each infected compartment. The Jacobian 
matrices evaluated at the disease-free equilibrium (8) are given by
F  = DF(Xo)
(1 -  P)A  O s ? )  JV
0 0
and
V  = D V ( X 0)
(r  +  7  +  p) 0
- c  (6 +  v)
Therefore, the next-generation m atrix for the model (1) - (4) is
( 12)
(13)
F V - 1
i k
T + 7 + / J
E L I r . +  M  \  ( TV ( I  -  o )  TVi k(6+v) j ^ <£+£* J  ̂ P' k{5+v) y <j>+n J (14)
Furthermore, the basic reproduction number is defined by
Fo((f>, v , r)  = p ( FV ~ 1)
(1  - p )
T +  7 + / i
(1 - p )
0h +
ffeg \  ( h + V0 
k(S + v) J \  <p + p
P  +  (70
N (15)
[f Se +  k (6 +  v)/3h] N  .
k (5 +  u){t +  7  +  p)  \  0 +  /r
Next, we will show that if TZq < 1, the disease-free equilibrium is locally and 
globally asymptotically stable, and if TZq > 1, the disease-free equilibrium is unstable. 
We make note of the following definition.
D efin ition  2. An equilibrium point u* of u =  f l u )  is:
• stable if  for every e > 0 , there is a S > 0 such that |tt* — u(t) \ < c for all t > 0 
for any solution u(t) with |u* — u(0)| < <5.
• locally asymptotically stable i f  u* is stable and i f  there is a 6 > 0 such that 
|u(t) — u*\ —» 0 as t —» oo for any solution u(t) with |u* — u(0)| <  S.
•  globally asymptotically stable if  u* is stable and |w(t) — u*| —> 0 as t —> oo for 
all solutions u(t).
•  unstable i f  it is not stable.
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Thus, when TZo < 1, local stability of the disease-free equilibrium implies tha t a 
small influx of infections will not lead to an outbreak, whereas global stability implies 
tha t disease will be eradicated (converge to  the disease-free equilibrium) independent 
of the initial sizes of the sub-populations.
Furthermore, from [64], we immediately have the following theorem.
T h eo rem  3. Let TZo be defined as in equation (15). The disease-free equilibrium (8) 
is locally asymptotically stable when TZo <  T and unstable when TZo >  1-
We mention tha t the basic reproduction number for the original model in [47] is 
given by
£/3e + dn/3h . (16)~ NTZq =
<*«(7 +  /*)
Comparing the expressions in (15) and (16), we note tha t
TZo < TZo (17)
for all <f> >  0 , r  >  0 and u  >  0 , due to the effects of disease controls.
Theorem 3 states that if the strengths of the (constant) controls are strong enough 
to reduce the basic reproduction number below 1, then cholera will be eradicated. 
Otherwise, a cholera epidemic would occur, though with a lower infection level than 
tha t without controls owing to the reduced value of the reproduction number.
Indeed, the disease-free equilibrium is also globally asymptotically stable when 
TZo < 1- We prove this by using the following global stability result established 
in [11].
T h eo rem  4. Consider a model system written in the form
^ ±  = F ( X 1, X  2) and d̂  = G ( X 1, X 2)
with G (X i, 0) =  0, where X \ E Rm denotes (its components)  the number o f uninfected 
individuals and X 2 G Rn denotes (its components) the number of infected individuals; 
Xo =  { X f , 0) denotes the disease-free equilibrium of the system. And assume,
1. For = F (X i,0 ), X f  is globally asymptotically stable;
2. G{X u X 2) =-- A X 2 - G ( X u X 2), G ( X u X 2) > 0 for {XxX 2) € SI, where the 
Jacobian A  = - § ^ ( X f ,  0) is an M-matrix (the off-diagonal elements o f A are 
nonnegative) and it is the region where the model makes biological sense.
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Then the disease-free equilibrium X q =  ( X f , 0) is globally asymptotically stable pro­
vided that TZq <  1.
Let X \  =  [5, V}T and X 2 = [I, B]T. T hat is, for our model (1) - (4) we have
G (X u X 2)
with GY(^ i ,0 )  =  0. Applying Theorem 4, we obtain
£
dt
'  s  ' d ' I  '
V
= F ( X u X 2) and
dt B




.  d t  . ( * 1 ,0 )
p N  — (<f +  p)S  
<f>S -  p V
(18)
It follows from solving these differential equations tha t S(t) — 
and V(t) =  +  C2e~^1 +  C ze~^+̂ 1 for some constants C \ , C2 and C3 . Hence,
S(t)  —> and V(t)  as t —> 00 , showing th a t X f  is globally asymptotically
stable and condition 1 holds.
Now, consider
C ( X 1, X 2) = A X 2 - G ( X l , X 2) ,  
where A = p f  ( X f ,  0). Specifically,
(19)
A
(1 -  p ) 0 h ( S  +  <t V ) - { T  +  K +  p )  (1 -  p) Pe ( S  +  C rV )(^ yo  
f  - ( 5  +  u)
(1 - p ) A , teg 2 i i - ( r  +  7 +  /.) (1
? - ( S  + v)
(20)
where the off-diagonal elements are obviously nonnegative. Substituting into equa­
tion (19) gives,
G ( X UX 2)
0
> 0 . (2 1 )
Thus, condition 2 holds as well.
Summarizing these results, we obtain the theorem below.
Theorem  5. When TZq <  1, the disease-free equilibrium of the system  (1) - (4) with 
constant controls is globally asymptotically stable.
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Figure 1. The phase portrait of I  vs. S  for the system (1) - (4) with parameters set such 
that 7̂ o ~  0.8. The curves correspond to six different initial conditions with 7(0) =  1, 50, 
100, 150, 200, and 250. All of the curves converge to the disease-free equilibrium where 
Sq — pN/ (<fr +  fi) «  333.3 and 7o =  0 .
T h e o re m  6 . When TZo > 1? the system (1) - (4) with constant controls is uniformly 
persistent; i.e., there exists a constant d >  0 such that
lim inf{5(t), I ( t ), B(t)}  > d.
t - 4 0 0
P r o o f .  Based on Theorem 3, the disease-free equilibrium is unstable when TZq >  1 . 
Since the disease-free equilibrium is unique and located on the boundary of the 
domain T , this implies the uniform persistence (Theorem 4.3 in [22]). □
Numerical evidence of the global stability of the disease-free equilibrium when 
TZq < 1 is provided in Figure 1. We set the total population as N  = 1,000 and the 
model parameters in such a way th a t TZq ~  0.8. We then choose different initial 
conditions 7(0) =  1, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250, conduct a numerical simulation for 
each, and plot the solution curves for the phase plane portrait of I  vs. S  in Figure 1. 
We observe tha t all of these curves converge to the disease-free equilibrium (8 ). We 
also observe the same pattern for various other initial conditions (though not shown 
here).
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2.2 E X ISTE N C E  A N D  U N IQ U E N E SS OF T H E  E N D E M IC  
EQ U ILIBR IU M
Now th a t we have completely described the dynamics a t the disease-free equilib­
rium, by Theorems 3, 5 and 6 , we turn to the analysis of the endemic equilibrium. As 
discussed before, when the effects of the controls are not strong enough to reduce TZq 
below 1 , the disease-free equilibrium becomes unstable and the disease will persist. 
Below we will study the endemic equilibrium when 7Z0 > 1, which is related to the 
long-term behavior of cholera dynamics.
Let X* = (S*,V*,I*,B*)  denote the endemic equilibrium of the system (1) - 
(4). The endemic equilibrium can be deduced by solving the following system of 
equations,
' p N  -  (1 -  P )  [Pe-gg; +  & /*] 5* -  (cf> +  p)S* = 0,
0 5 * _  CT(1 _  p) [(3e^  + /?„/*] U* -  pV* = 0,
(1 -  p) [pe^  +  phI*] (S* +  cry*) -  ( r  +  7  +  p)I* = 0 ,
I £/*-(<5 +  i/)£* =  0.
For convenience, let us denote
E = ( l - p ) P e , H  = ( l - p ) P h , T  = t  + 7  +  /i.







a E K(6+»)+tiI' +  a H I * +  v  E k( 6 + I ^ I '  +  H l ‘ +  ^  ^
T  — H(S* + aV*) ’






To proceed, we treat S  and V  as (implicit) functions of / ,  as suggested by equations 
(23) and (24). Also, let
E£7
g(I) = S( I )  + aV(I ) ,  <7i ( /)  =
k (5 + i') + £1




k(S + i/) + £ I
+ H I +  p..
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Therefore, from equations (23)-(26), we have th a t at an equilibrium,
S(n -  , (27)
V ( I )  -  (28>
t   k(6+i/)+£I  fOQ\
T  — Hg(I )  ’ ( }
B(J)  =  J L - .  (30)
From equation (29) and /  ^  0, it follows tha t for an endemic equilibrium to exist we
must have,
T  — Hg(I )  _  Eg
g(I) k (S  +  v ) +  £ I  
for some I  =  I* > 0.
Now, let us denote / i ( / )  =  T~ g $ I) = -  H  and f 2(I) = k(6+ ^ i • Clearly
both / j  and /2  are differentiable functions for I  > 0. It is easy to see tha t
^ (/) =  “  [k (6 + v) +  g/ ] 2 <  ° ’
whereas
f ( I )  _  - T g ' ( I )
Since g(I) = +  g ^ if^ i)  > ^^e sign of / [ ( / )  is determined by the sign of g[(I) and
g2{I). For I  > 0, it is obvious th a t gi(I)  > 0 and fy2 ( / )  > 0. Also, we see that
(31)
g [ ( I ) =  ; 7T 7L T J fT 7Z + H >  0,
k ( S  +  v ) E £
[«(<J + i/) + g / ] 2
and g'2(I) =  ^g'i(I) > 0. Thus,
' (j) = _  a^ N  W iW te jl)  +  gi (I)g'2(I)]
M i ) } 2 M W J ) } 2
which yields / ( ( / )  > 0 .
Hence, on [0, oo], f i ( I )  is an increasing curve and f i i l )  is a decreasing one. We 
can compare their vertical intercepts to determine if the two curves intersect and 
thus, if a positive endemic equilibrium exists. We have th a t / 2(f)) =  , and
/i(0 ) =  S(0)Zv(o) ~  H  =  F $ w )  “  H - Using equation (15), we can easily observe 
that if T̂-o > 1, then / i ( 0) < / 2(0 ), and there is a  unique endemic equilibrium 1 = 1*; 
if 7£0 < 1, then /i(0 ) >  / 2(0), and there is no endemic equilibrium. Therefore, we 
can establish the following theorem.
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T h eo rem  7. When 7Zq > 1, there exists a unique endemic equilibrium of the system  
(1) - (4) with constant controls.
2.3 B IF U R C A T IO N  A N A LY SIS
Let us now investigate the bifurcation of the system (1) - (4) at the bifurcation 
point 7£o =  1. We pick [3h as the bifurcation parameter. Our analysis makes use 
of the following bifurcation theorem based on the center manifold theory, originally 
stated in [12].
T h eo rem  8 . Consider a general system of ODEs with a real parameter (3:
^  =  f i x ,  13); /  : Rn x R —» Mn, and /  G C 2(Rn x R ) . (32)
dt
Assume x  = X q is an equilibrium of system (32) fo r  all (3 . Also, assume
(Al )  A  — D xf ( X 0,f3*) — ^ ^ f ( X 0,[3*)J is the linearization matrix of system (32) at 
the equilibrium x = X 0 with (3 evaluated at (3*. Zero is a simple eigenvalue of 
A and all other eigenvalues of A  have negative real parts.
(A2) Matrix A has a right eigenvector w and a left eigenvector v corresponding to 
the zero eigenvalue.
Let fk be the kth component o f f  and,
a =  , (33)
k,i , j= 1 1 j
<34)
The local dynamics of the system (32) around x  =  X q are totally determined by a 
and b.
(i) a > 0, b > 0. When f3 — (3* < 0  with |(3 — (3*\ «  1, x  =  X 0 is locally 
asymptotically stable, and there exists a positive unstable equilibrium; when 
0 < (3 — (3* «  1, x  = Xo is unstable and there exists a negative and locally 
asymptotically stable equilibrium;
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(ii) a < 0, b < 0. When (3 — (3* < 0 with \(3 — (3*\ «  1, x  — Xo is unstable; when
0 < /? — j3* «  1, x = Xo is locally asymptotically stable, and there exists a
positive unstable equilibrium;
(Hi) a > 0, b < 0. When (3 — (3* < 0  with \(3 — (3*\ «  1, x  =  Xo is unstable, 
and there exists a locally asymptotically stable negative equilibrium; when 0 <  
(3 — (3* «  x  — X 0 is stable, and a positive unstable equilibrium appears;
(iv) a < 0, b > 0. When (3 — f3* changes from negative to positive, x  = X q changes
its stability from stable to unstable. Correspondingly a negative unstable equi­
librium becomes positive and locally asymptotically stable.
Let us consider IZo as a function of (3h such that
(k(5 +  o)( l  -  p)/3h 4- £E)(p  4- o<t))
T k(5 +  o)(4> 4- p) 
Setting TZq equal to 1 and solving for (3h =  (3*h gives
N  .
f t k (S +  o)( 1 — p)
T k (5 +  o)(<p 4- p)
HE
(p 4- o<j))N
We consider the disease-free equilibrium (8 ) and TZq =  1 in terms of the parameter 
/?£, and we have the following Jacobian,







n { \ - P)0'h N  
4>+n 
o 4 > ( \ - PW h N  
H 4>+n






- (S  + o) _
Denote w =  (uq, w-2l w3,w 4)T, a right eigenvector such tha t
-((f) 4- p)wx -  ^ w 4 -  0 ,
4>w i 0-0(1  - p ) 0 'h Nt ™ 3*  <t>+P
N  ~ T ) ^  +  4  =  0  ,
£w3 -  (5 4- o)w4 = 0 .
w 3 0 ,
Solving this system of equations gives
pT  4>T
w
(<f> 4  p) (p 4  a<p) ’ p  + a<fi \<f) 4- p p j '  'S  + o4- i  d
(35)
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Now, denote v = (rq, u2, u3, u4), a left eigenvector such that
- (< £  +  fi)vi +  4>v2 =  0  , 
- p v 2 =  0  ,
p ( l - p ) 0 ' h N  a < t > ( \ - p ) f ) * h N
4>+p -Vi 4>+n v2 + { T )v 3 +  £v4 =  0 ,
-  (« +  =  0 ,{4>+p)
and
^  (' k(5 + o)(<f> + p) + f
1
E(fj. + a<p)N 5 +  v  ,
Solving this system of equations gives
k (6 +  v)2(4> +  p) E {p  +o4>)N(8 + v)
v =  0 , 0 ,
k(<5 +  v)2((p +  p) +  ^(yU +  a ( f > ) N '  k(S +  u)2(4> +  fl) +  £E(p  +  o 4> ) N
(36)
Note that we have w • u; =  1, J  ■ w = 0 and u • J  =  0.
From equations (33)-(34), and considering only the nonzero derivatives for the 
terms £ d ^ ( X 0’Ph) and £ a k ( X 0iPh)i ^  follows that
d2 f  d2 f
a =2viWiWs - ^ x ( X q, fit) + 2vlw 1wi d S ^ B {X0, p*h)
d2f 2v /9 d2 fo2v2w2w3- ^ b j ( X 0, PI) +  2v2w2w4d v d B (X 0j PI) 
+  2 v z W i W 3 - ^ X ( X 0 , P*h ) +  2 v 3w i w 4 q S q 3b ( X 0 , p*h ) 
+  2 v 3 w 2 w 3 - ^ x ( X o , P h )  +  2u3w 2w 4 d  f 3 (X 0 , P*h )
(37)
()VdV ld V d B
and
b =  2v1w3- ^ r (X 0, P I )  + 2v2W3- ^ - ( X 0, P I )  + 2v3w3^ - ( X 0,p*h). (38)
’dIdph K * dldPh n/ dldPh
With our definitions of v and w and some algebra, we obtain
-2k {5 +  v)2((f> +  p)
b =
k(S + v)2{<!) +  p) +  f E {p  +  <y<p)N 
2k(5 -I- v)2{p + op){ 1 — p)N
T 2
(p +  cr4>)2N
p + op  +
o24>{$ +  p)
A4
k {8 +  nu)2((f> +  p) + £E(p  +  cr<fi)N 
Clearly, a < 0 and b > 0. Hence, based on Theorem 8 , the following result holds.
T h eo rem  9. The system (1) - (4) with constant controls exhibits a forward bifurca­
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Figure 2. A bifurcation diagram of I* vs. TZq which shows a forward transcritical bi­
furcation at TZo — 1. Red solid line represents the stable disease-free equilibrium (when 
0 < TZq < 1) and red dashed line represents the unstable disease-free equilibrium (when 
TZq >1); blue solid line represents the positive stable endemic equilibrium (when TZq >  1).  
The negative unstable endemic equilibrium (when 0 < TZq < 1) is biologically non-feasible 
and not shown here.
A typical bifurcation diagram of /* vs. TZq near the bifurcation point 1Z0 =  1 
is presented in Figure 2, which is generated numerically by varying the bifurcation 
parameter f3h ■ The diagram clearly shows a forward transcritical bifurcation at
7*o =  1-
Theorem 9 precludes the possibility of backward bifurcation for the cholera model 
(1) - (4). This reinforces our observation from the disease-free equilibrium analysis 
that reducing the basic reproductive number below one by using control measures 
would be sufficient to eradicate the disease.
2.4 E N D E M IC  S T A B IL IT Y  A N A L Y SIS
We have presented Theorem 9 tha t describes the local dynamics of the system (1) 
- (4) near the bifurcation point TZq =  1. Furthermore, we can establish the following 
theorem regarding the stability of the endemic equilibrium.
T h eo rem  10. When TZq > I, the unique endemic equilibrium of the system (I)  - (4)
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with constant controls is both locally and globally asymptotically stable.
The proof of the local asymptotic stability follows from direct algebraic calcula­
tion. For simplicity, set
EB*  „  E k
P  = +  HI* and Q =
k  +  B * ( k  +  B *)2
The Jacobian evaluated at the endemic equilibrium is,
J(X*) =
giving the following characteristic polynomial,
d e t ( A /  — J ( X  )) “  T  cqA^ T  u2^  +  a $ \  T  a 4
where
P - { 4 >  +  g) 0 - H S * - Q S *
<t> —a P  — p - o H V * —aQV*
P a P H(S* +  aV*)  — T Q{S* +  oV*)








=  P  +  4> +  p. +  <j  P  + g. + 8 + i/ + T  — H  (S'* 4- aV*) , 
= (P  + <f> + p) (aP + p  + 6 + i/ + T  — H(S*  +  o-V*)) 
+(5 + v) (T  -  H(S*  +  (tV*)) -  £Q(S* +  aV*) 
+( aP + p){5 + u + T  -  H{S* +  aV*)) + a2PH V *  +  PH S*  , 
=  (P  +  <f> + p)[{aP + n){5 + v + T -  H(S* + aV*))  
+  (<J +  u)(T  -  H(S* + db*)) -  £Q(S* + crV*) +  a 2PHV*]  
+( aP + p)[(S + u ) { T -  H(S* + aV*))  -  £Q(S* + aV*)\ 
+aP{(6  +  v)aHV*  +  a£QV*) + a<t>PHS* + P( (aP  +  fi)HS* 
+HS*(d + v) + £QS*) , 
=  (P  +  <f> + n)[(aP + /i)[(5 + v ) { T -  H(S*  +  aV*))  -  ZQ{S* + <rV*)] 
+aP({5 +  v)oH V*  +  o£QV*)] +  a<pP{HS*(5 + u) + £QS*) 
+P[(*P + ti)(HS*(6 + v)+£QS*)] .
Based on the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion, the necessary and sufficient condi­
tions for the stability of a quartic polynomial are
a* > 0 (0 < i < 4); a ia 2 — a0a3 >  0; a3(a ia2 — a0a3) >  ala4 . (42)
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Clearly, ao >  0 is satisfied. From equation (25) and the fact th a t S*. V*, I* > 0, 
it follows that
T  -  H(S-  +  a V )  =  (S • +  a V )  >  0 . (43)
(k{o + v) +
Note tha t £Q = , and thus
(<? +  v){T -  H(S*  +  oV*)) >  £Q(S* +  a V *). (44)
The inequalities (43) and (44) are both necessary and sufficient to  show th a t a* > 0 
for 1 < i < 4. Next we show a ia 2 — aoa 3 >  0- Consider the following,
(.P +  cp +  +  a P  +  /i +  <5 +  i/)(i2  — a 3 =
(1 -  a)PHS*  +  (P  +  4> +  /i)2(aP + V + 6  + V + T  -  H ( S * +  aV*))
+ {P + <t> + fi) (a P  + t l ) ( 6  + v + T - H ( S ' , + <TV*)) + (P  + v )PH S*
+  (aP  +  fi)2(P  + 4> + n) + (aP + t f ( 5  + v + T -  H ( S * + a V ) )
+  {aP +  li)o2P H V * +  (S + v)P(crP + n  + 5 + v)
+  (5 i/)(0 +  fi)((7 P  +  // +  5 +  r, +  T’ — H(S*  +  crV*))
+ [(4' +  u)2{T -  H(S* + oV*))  -  ( 6  +  v)£Q(S* +  aV*)}
+  ( 6  + u)2aP  + (S + i/)/i(<5 + V + T -  H(S* + aV*))
+  [(J +  u)P(T  -  H(S*  +  aV*))  -  PZQS*)
+ [(J +  v)oP{T  -  H(S*  +  aV*)) -  a 2 P^Q V*) .
Using condition (44), we have tha t
(5 + v)2 { T - H { S * +  oV*)) > ( 6  + v)£Q(S* + aV*)  ,
< (5 + i / ) P ( T - H ( S *  + ctV*)) > P£QS* ,
{ 8  + v ) o P ( T - H ( S * +  oV*)) > a 2 P£QV* .
Thus, (P  +  (f>  -F // +  aP  +  n +  <5 +  v)a.2 > 03 holds. From condition (43), we see tha t 
ai > P  + 4> + /j, + a P  + fj, + 6 +i/. Hence, axa2  > 03. The last inequality in (42) can be 
proved with similar algebraic manipulation. Thus, the endemic equilibrium is locally 
stable. Disease will remain in the population if the initial sizes of the sub-populations 
contain a sufficient number of infected individuals and pathogen concentration; i.e., 
the initial conditions are sufficiently close to the endemic equilibrium, the solution 
of the system will converge to the endemic equilibrium.
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f l u  +  «22 023 024 — O13 — O14 0
f*32 a n  +  a 33 034 a 12 0 — O14
«42 043 O i l  +  O44 0 012 O l3
-031 021 0 a -22 +  a 33 034 — 024
-041 0 021 043 022 +  O44 023
0 — 041 031 — 042 032 033 +  O44
2.5 GLOBAL A SY M P T O T IC  STA BILITY
The global asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium, however, is more 
challenging and requires significantly more work. The main reason for this difficulty 
is tha t the model (1) - (4) is a four-dimensional dynamical system, for which very few 
analytical theories and techniques can be applied. We establish the global endemic 
stability of our model by using the geometric approach originally proposed by Li and 
Muldowney [40,41], and extended in [24,67].
First let us present the main result of the geometric approach based on the second 
additive compound matrix. For a 4 x 4 m atrix A =  [a^], the second additive 
compound matrix is defined as
^  fl.l 1 4 ”  fl.rtA   f l  1 . H  ^
V
Now consider the dynamical system
£ = F [ x )  (45)
where F  : T t-> Rn is a C l function and where T C R" is a simply connected open 
set. Let X( t ,  X 0) denote the solution of equation (45) with the initial condition 
-AT(O) =  Xo ■ We assume:
(H I) There exists a compact absorbing set K  C T ;
(H2) The system (45) has a unique equilibrium point X*  in T .
Moreover, let X  W ( X )  be a Q) x (!]) matrix-valued C 1 function in T. Set
P  = WFW ~ l + W J [2]W - \  (46)
where WF is the derivative of W  (entry-wise) along the direction of F , and is
the second additive compound matrix of the Jacobian J ( X )  — D F ( X ) . Let m(P)
be the Lozinskii measure of P  with respect to a matrix norm [16], i.e.,
m(P) = lim \I  +  h P \ ~  1 . (47)
/t->o+ h
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For a norm || ■ || on Rn, it is established in [24] th a t the Lozinskii measure of P
associated with || • || can be evaluated as
m (P) =  inf | c  D+ ||Z || <  c\\Z\\ for all solutions of Z ' = P Z  j  (48)
where D + denotes the right-hand total derivative with respect to t. The following
result is implicitly stated in [24],
Theorem  11. Assume that T is simply connected and the assumptions (H I) and 
(H2) hold. Then the unique equilibrium X* of  (45) is globally asymptotically stable 
in r  i f  m(P)  <  0 .
Based on Theorem 7, our system (1) - (4) has a  unique endemic equilibrium when 
TZq > 1. Meanwhile, the uniform persistence (see Theorem 6 ) and the boundedness of 
the domain T imply that the system has a compact absorbing subset of T [9]. Hence, 
the assumptions (H I) and (H2) hold for the system (1) - (4). Below we verify the 
condition m(P)  < 0 .
The second additive compound matrix associated with the Jacobian of the system 
(1) - (4) is,
JPl =
j  11 - ctH V - a Q V H S QS 0
322 Q(S + aV) 0 0 QS
0 z J 33 0 0 - H S
- ( W b + H I) 0 344 Q (S  + a V ) oQ V
0 0 <t> z J 55 —o H V






144 =  —O'
E k
( k  +  B Y  
- ( 1  + *) 
E B
E B
+ H I 2 / i  —  ( f )  ,
k  + B  
E B  
k  + B  
E B  
k  + B  
E B
k  + B
+ H I )  - 4 > - p  + H {S  + aV) — T  ,
J 55
J66
=  — a
k  + B  
H ( S  + crV) —T  — 5
+  H I  j  — (j) — fi — S — v ,
+ H l ' j  - n  + H ( S  +  aV)  — T  , 




\  0 0 0 0 0 
0
0 0
0 ) 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 ^ 0 0  
0 0 0 0  ̂






W J {2]W -
- 1  dl  
P  dt 0 0 0 0 0







-1  dB  
B 2 dt







0 0 0 0 -1 dB  B 2 dt 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 dB  B 2 dt
iii - o H V H S - o Q V  f QS-BI 0
322 0 Q{S + a F ) f 0 Q S f
<p 344 0 Q (S  + cr \ / ) f a Q V f
0 0 J 38 0 - H S
0 0 £b <t> 355 - a H V
0 0 0 5*8 +  H I *(■£& + HI) j&6
and
W p W - 1
- 1  dl  
I  dt 0 0 0 0 0
0 - 1  d l  I  dt 0 0 0 0
0 0 - 1  dl  I  dt 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1  dB  B  dt 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1 dB  B  dt 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 dB  B  dt
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Hence,
P = W FW ~ 1 + W J W W - 1
9 n - a H V H S - c r Q V f QS  f 0
+ H I ) 922 0 Q(S + aV)  f 0 Q S f
4> 933 0 Q(S + a V ) f o Q V  f
0 *5 0 944 0 - H S
0 0 4> 955 - a H V





9 41  
955 
966
—E ( S  + aV) B  
k  + B  I  
—E ( S  + aV) B  
k  + B  I  
—E ( S  + aV) B  
k  + B  I  




(1 +  *)
E B  
k  + B  
E B
E B  
k  + B
+ H I
+ H I
k  + B  
E B
a
k  + B
+ H I  
+ H I
k  + B
<f>~ P ,
~ P ,
+ H I J  + T -  H (S  + aV)  -  -  (}> ,
-  <t>- p  ,
P ,
H{S + a V ) - T  - i I_
B
To proceed, we need to define a norm on R6. Here we use the one introduced 
in [24],
||z|| =  max {Ui, U2 } , 
where x  £ R6, with components Zi, 1 <  i <  6 . Also, define
maxd-Zil, \z2\ -I- |z3|}, if s g n ^ )  =  sgn(z2) =  sgn(z3)
m ax{|z2|, |zi| +  |z3|}, if sgn(zi) =  sgn(z2) =  -sg n (z3)
max {|zi|, |z2|, Î 31}, if sgn(zi) =  -sg n (z2) =  sgn(z3)
k m ax{|zi| +  |23 | , |22| +  |z3|}, if -sg n (z i) =  sgn(z2) =  sgn(z3)
Ui(zu z2 , z3) = <
and
U2 { z ^ z hlz&) = <
|-24| +  |*51 +  |z6|, if sgn(z4) =  sgn(z5) =  sgn(z6)
max {|z4| +  |z5|, |z4| +  |z6|}, if sgn(z4) =  sgn(z5) =  -sg n (z6)
max {|z5|, |z41 +  |z6|}, if sgn(z4) =  -sgn (z5) =  sgn(z6)
max {|z4| +  |z6|, M  +  |^e|}, if -sgn (z4) =  sgn(z5) =  sgn(z6).
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Consequently, there are 8 different cases for ||z||- We discuss each case separately as 
follows:
C ase 1: Ui(z) > U2 (z) and z\, z2,z 3 > 0. Then ||z|| =  m ax{|zi|, \z2\ + l^l}-
(i) |2i| > |z2| +  I23I
Then ||z|| =  d il =  z\ and U2 (z) <  dil- Taking the right-hand derivative we 
obtain,
D+\\z\\ =  z[
= £ll2l + £1222 + £1323 + £1424 +  £1525 +  £1626
= ( ~ ^ V) f  -  (1 +  ( i f l  +  H I ) + T  -  H (S + ° V ) -  2A* -  0 ) 2!
- o H V z 2 +  H S z s  -  a Q V f z i  + Q S f z 5 
< ( ~E--{̂ Z V) T  ~  (1 +  *) ( g h  +  H i )  + T -  H ( S  +- a V )  - 2 / 4 - 0 )  dil
+ H S ( \ z2 \ +  |z31) +  Q (S  +  a l / ) f  (|24| +  |z5 |)
< -  (1 +  a) +  J f / )  +  T -  a W  -  2/r -  0 ) |zil
which yields
D+\ \ z \ \ < { T - 2 ti-<t>)\\z\\. (49)
(ii) d il < Î 21 +  I23I
Then |d || =  \z2\ +  dsI an(l U2 {z) < \z2\ +  jz.31 • Taking the right-hand derivative 
we obtain,
D+\\z \\ = z 2 -+z '3
=  (£21 +  £31)21 +  (£22 +  £32)22 +  (£23 +  £33)23 +  (£24 T  £34)24
+  (£25 +  £ 3 5 )2 5  +  (£26 +  £ 36)26
=  - ( 1  -< ’)(;§&  +  H I ) +  ( ^ ¥ ^ 7  -  t g S  +  m )  -  /*) *
+ (=£% g n ? -  ^ +  / / / ) - „ )  23
+ Q (S +  ( jV )y ( z 4  +  25 +  Zg)
< - ( 1  - ”) { £ &  + H I )  12, |
+  ( z M f  _  a  +  H I )  _  „ )  (N  +  N )
— (1 — a) +  H I )  \z2\ +  Q(S  +  crV) j | z 4 +  25 +  Zq\
< ( i s 1,1* -  ( ^ + « ■ £  -  ><) < w + n )
Hence,
D + |d || <  - / i | |2 ||. (50)
C ase 2: 17i(z) > U2(z) and z3 < 0 <  z \ , z 2. Then ||z|| =  nrax{|z2|, d il +  12131}.
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\z2\ =  22 and U2 {z) < \z2\. Taking the right-hand derivative we
— 521 Z \  - f  g 22Z2 +  g 23Z$ +  </2424 +  52525  +  52626
=  a ( 5 5  +  H I )  z, +  ( + S + f  -  ( m >  +  H I )  -  6 -  „ )  , 2
+  Q (5 +  CrK)y Z4 +  Q5yZg
<  <r +  t f / )  |z ,| +  ( ^ £ + +  -  ( 5 S  +  » / )  -  <t> -  m) 1*1
+(5(5 +  crV )y ( |z 4 | +  |Zg|)
<  ( r W r 1 ?  -  ( !  -  " )  ( S  +  * 5  -  *  -  " )  n
Hence,
D+ 1 (51)
(ii) |z2 j < |zj | +  |z31
Then ||z|| =  \zi\ + |z3| =  zi — z3 and U2 {z) <  |zi| +  |z3|. Taking the right-hand 
derivative we obtain.
D M 2i -  Z,
— (5 ll ~  53l)2l +  (512 — 532)22 +  (5l3 
+  (515 — 535)25 +  (5l6 — 536)26
533) 2 3 +  (514 — 534)24
E (S + a V ) B 
k+ B  I
< +
a ( ^  + H l ) + T - H ( S  +  aV)  -  2/i -  <*>) 21 
- {aHV  +  0 ) z 2 +  [ H S  +  7  +  & +  HI') +  5 ^  z 3
-crQV y  (24 +  Z5 +  Zg)
-£(S+<tV) B 
K +  i? I a
-{aHV  +  0 )|z2| -  ( H S  +
+ Q{S  +  a V ) y  |z4 +  Z5 +  Zg |
/  ( ~ E B ( S + a V ) B  _  /  E B  , zj  T\
^  {k+B]* T ~  a (t+B +  H I )
+ { T - a H V  M
< max{—5 ,T  — 2/it -  0 }(|zi| +  |z3|)
( ^ §  +  7 / / ) + T - / / ( 5  +  a V ) - 2 5 - ^ ) 21
0 W-hb
7/5
+  H I )  +  5 ^ | z31
)  ( M  + 123|)
Hence,
D+\\z\\ < m ax{—5 , T  -  2// -  <£}||z||. (52)
C ase 3: t/i(z) > U2{z) and z2 <  0 <  Z i , z 3 . Then ||z|| =  inax{|zi|, | z 2 | ,  | z 3 j } .
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(i) |Z \ [ > \z2\, \z3\
Then ||z|| =  |zi| =  z\ and U2(z)  < \zi\. Taking the right-hand derivative we 
obtain,
D+\\z\\ = z[
=  9 n z \  +  9 u Z 2  +  <713^3 +  <71424 +  9 1 5 2 5  +  9 i 6 z 6
=  (  ~ T ++/ V) 7  -  (1 +  <0 +  H I )  +  T  -  H { S  +  a V )  -  2M -  0 )  *
- a H V z 2 + H S z 3 — a Q V j Z 4 +  Q S j z 3
< {~EiS++BV) f - (1 + *) r - 2/x - 0) M
+ a f /T !z 2| +  t fS |z 3| +  Q (5  +  a V ) f  (|z4| +  |*sl)
Hence,
D + ||z | | <  {T - ‘2fi -  4>)\\z\\. (53 )
(ii) \z2\ > \zi\, \z3\
Then ||z|| =  \z2\ =  —z2 and U2(z) < \z2\. Taking the right-hand derivative we 
obtain,
D + \ \ Z \\ =  ~ z 2
=  —92\Zi ~  922z 2 ~  925Zj, ~  924^4 ~  925 z 5 ~  926^6
= - c  +  H I )  H I ) - * - , > ) *
—Q ( S  +  <j V ) j Zq — Q S j z &
5  - o  ( S  +  H I )  |2 l| +  - f Z B  _ { m . + H I ) _ <p_ ^  N
+Q(S  +  aV)  j d ^ l  +  1̂ 61)
< -  ( m + h i )  -  0  -  /*) n i
Hence,
D+\\z\\ <  - n \ \ z \\- ( 54 )
(iii) M  > \zi\, |z21
Then ||z|| =  \z3\ =  z3 and 6 2 (2 ) < \z3\. Taking the right-hand derivative we
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obtain,
D+\\z\\ =  z '3
=  .93121 4  932-22 4  93323 4  93424 +  93525 +  936 2 6 
=  -  ( S  +  H I )  z, +  # 2  +  ( 5 1  +  H I )  -  » )  2s
+  Q ( 5  +  o V ) ^ j Z  5 +  (jQ H  y 2 e
S  -  tS S . + ■*») N  -  +  ( ^ r 2 !  -  » ( S  +  * 9  -< • )  N
4( ? ( * S '  4 <7 H  )  y  ( 12 5  | +  12 6 1)
(  - E B { S + a V )  B  
^  ( k + B ) 2 I
Hence,
-D+lkll <  112 1 - (55)
C ase 4: f/i(2) > U2 (z) and Zi <  0 <  22, 23. Then ||2 || — m ax-f^l +  123J, 1221 +  1231}.
(i) 12j | > |22|
Then ||2 || =  1211 -f-123j =  —214  23 and U2 (z) <  1211H-1231. Taking the right-hand 
derivative we obtain,
-O+lkil = - z [  + 2g
= (931 -  9 1 1 )2 1  4- ( g 3 2  ~  9 1 2 ) 2 2  + (g33 -  <7 1 3 )2 3 + (5 3 4 -  9 1 4 )2 4  
+ (935 -  9 1 5 )2 5  + (936 -  916)26 
= ( E [ U b V ) T  + ( f f f  +  H l ) - T  +  H ( S  4 a V )  4 2M 4 </>) 21 
+  ( c H V  4  <p)z2 + ( - £lSTV)f - a [ - ^ + H l ) - H S - /x) 23  
- { - C r Q V y (2 4  + 25 4  26)
< -  4 < t ( ^ + 5 / )  - T + H ( S  +  a V )  +  2 fx +  < j > ) \ z l \
4 ( a H V  4  4 > ) \ z 2 \ 4 ( ~gg+/V)f  -  a  ( ■ £ &  +  H i )  -  H S  -  9 ) |z3| 
4Q(5 4 crF)f |2 4 4 25 4 2 6 |
< d  (i*. 1 +  m >
4(T — a H V  — n  -  <̂ )|2 i| 4  ( a H V  4 <7i>)|22|
£ ( >f  -  o ( g x  + « i )  -  » s  -  c) (M + Ni)
+ ( r - r t k , |
< - ° ( g h  + H l ) + T - H S - 2 ,.) (|*,| + 1«|)
Hence,
£>+ ||2 || < ( r - 2 / x ) | | z | | .  (56)
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(ii) \zi\ < \z2\
Then ||z|| =  \z2\ +  j-23! = z2 + z3  and U2 (z) < \z2 \ +  \zz\. Taking the right-hand 
derivative we obtain,
£+11*11 =  Z2 +  Z3
=  (521 +  931)^1 +  {922 +  932)Z2 +  (<?23 +  933)Z3 +  (#24 +  534)24 
+  (525 +  535)25 +  (526 +  536)26
+ ( zS^ S n j - ‘' ( S h  + f f i ) - ^ z 3
+ Q ( S  +  0 " T ) y ( 2 4  +  Z 5  T  Zq)
Ni i + + h i ) ~  * )  1^1
+ { zSg g X17 - ° ( l S k  + H I ) - » )  Nl
+<2 ( 5  +  124 +  z~ -h z,,
£  (1 -  ct) ( m  +  f f / J d ^ i - i ^ i )
+( Ef«+B)5V̂ 7 -  °  + Hi )  -  /t)(|2al + I23!)
<  ( ^ S ^ f  -  1  ( M  +  H I )  -  M)  ( M  +  I23I)
Hence,
D+\\z\\ < - 7 x||£||. (57)
C ase 5: U2 (z) > Ux(z) and 24, 25,23 > 0.
Then ||z|| =  |z4| +  \z5\ +  |z6| =  *4 +  25 H- 26 and U\{z) < |z4| +  |z5| +  |z6|. Taking the 
right-hand derivative we obtain,
£ + 11*11 = z '4 + z '5 + z'G
~  (541 + 551 + 56l)2 l + (542 +  552 +  562 )22  +  (543  + 553 +  9 m ) z 3
+  (544 +  554 +  564)24  +  (545  +  955 +  565)25  +  (546 +  556 +  9&e)z e 
=  ^ s ( z 2  +  2 3 )  +  ( — —  5 ) 2 : 4  -1- (  —  —  5 ) 2 5  +  ( — T  -  C ^ ) z 6
< €{j \z 2 +  23] +  ( ~ f g  — 5 )(124! +  I25I) +  ( — T  — £ ^ )|z6|
<  5(|241 +  | 2 5 | )  -  T\ zq\
< —5 (124! +  I25I +  1261)
Hence,
£>+ ||z|| <  - 5 ||*||. (58)
C ase 6 : U2(z) > U\(z) and z6 < 0 < 24 , 25 . Then ||z|| =  max{|z4| +  |z5|, [24[ -f |26|).
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( i)  |z 5 | >  |z 6 |
T h e n  ||z | | =  |z 4 | +  \z5\ =  24 +  z5 a n d  U\(z) <  \z4\ +  |z 5 |. T a k in g  t h e  r ig h t -h a n d  
d e r iv a t iv e  t o  o b ta in ,
D+\\z\\ = 2 4  +  25
=  (541 +  g5l )zi  +  (542 +  <752)2:2 +  ( ^ 4 3  +  5 5 3 ) 2 3  +  (5 4 4  +  5 5 4 ) 2 4  
+  (545 +  555)25 +  (546 +  556)26 
=  ^ ^ ( 2 2  +  2 3 )  +  ( - £ J r  -  +  H I )  -  fi) 24
+  H i  +  A») -25 -  H ( s  +  a V ) z 6
<  +  23 1 +  ( - C |  -  O’ +  / / / ) -  5 )  ( |2 4 | +  |z 5 |)
" ( !  -  ( S  +  * " )  N  +  H (S  +  < ^ ) W
<  ( " ^  ( i S  +  ^ 7) +  +  * v ) -  ( N  + N )
N o t in g  t h a t  a  <  1 a n d  S  +  a V  <  N,  w e  t h u s  h a v e
D + \\z \ \ < ( H ( S  +  v V ) - v l ) \ \ z \  
< ( H N - » ) \ \ z \ \ .
(59)
( ii)  1251 <  |z 6 |
T h e n  | |z | | =  |z 4 | +  |z 6 | =  24 — 26 a n d  Ui(z)  <  |24 | +  |2 6 |. T a k in g  t h e  r ig h t -h a n d  
d e r iv a t iv e  w e  o b ta in ,
D + \\z\\ = 2 '
— (541 — 561)21 +  (542 — 562)22 +  (543 — 563)23 + (544 — 564)24
+  (545 — 565)25 +  (546 — 566)26
- ( H S  +  H(S +  crV) — T  — t ± ) z 6
<  t e l  +  H I  -  2 +  H I )  -  <t> -  5 )  N  -  cr ( f l  +  / / / )  |25 |
+(77S + H ( S  + a V ) - T -  S±)\ze\
<  ( - 2  ( ^  + H l ) - c f > -  u)  |2 4 | -  or (M& +  i / / )  |* 5 |
+{HS+ H{S + aV) - T ) \ z6\ 
< m a x { - n , H S  + H ( S  + a V ) - T } ( \ z 4\ + |26|)
Hence,
£ > + ||z || <  m a x { ~ n , H S  +  H ( S  +  aV)  - T } \ \ z \  
<  m a x { - / i , 2H N  — T } | | z | | .
(60)
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C a s e  7 : £ ^ (2 )  >  Ui{z) a n d  2.5 <  0 <  24 ,26- T h e n  ||2j| =  m a x { |2 s | ,  |2 4 | 4 - |^61}-
(i) N  > M  +  N
T h e n  ||2 || =  |2 5 | =  —25 a n d  U\(z) <  |2 s |. T a k in g  t h e  r ig h t -h a n d  d e r iv a t iv e  w e  
o b ta in ,
D+\\z\\ = - 4
=  —<J:AZl — C/52-̂ 2 — .953-23 ~  954-24 — 955-25 ~  956^6
=  ~  4>z4 -  ( - £  Jf -  a  - f  H i )  -  / i )  25 4- aHVz e
< +  (“ CS “  ^  +  # J ) ~ /*) N  +  <tH V \ zq\
<  (tHV{\z4\ +  126 1) +  ( - 0 -  4 - H I )  -  / i )  |25 |
^  (“ a  G fS  + H I ) +  a //v r  -  /*) N
H e n c e ,
D + | | 2 | | < ( a W - ^ ) | | 2 | |
(61)
< ( / / i V - ^ ) | | 2 | | .
(ii)  |25 | <  |24 | +  |2 6 |
T h e n  ||2 || =  |2 4 | +  |2 6| =  24 +  26 a n d  U\(z) < \z4\ +  |2 61- T a k in g  t h e  r ig h t -h a n d  
d e r iv a t iv e  w e  o b ta in ,
D+\\z\\ = 2 ^ 4 - 2 ^
= (941 +  961)21 4- (942 +  962)22 +  (943 +  963)23 T (944 +  964)24 
+  (945 + 965)25 + (946 +  966)26 
=  £ jj22 +  ( - £ T _  (j) -  ^j)zA +  a (MIL +  H I )  z 5 4  (a H V  -  T  -  )z6
< f g N  + { - t i  -<t>- n)\z4\ -  a -4 H I )  \z5\ 
+ ( a H V - T - t { i ) \ z 6\
<  (~<t> -  V)W\  -  a  4 - H I )  |2 5 | +  ( a H V  -  T ) |2 6 |
< max{-/i, a H V  —  T*}(J2 4 1 -4 |2 6|)
H ence,
-D+IMI <  m a x { — / i , a H V  — T } | |2 | 
<  m a x { —/i, H N  — T } | |2 ||.
(62 )
C ase 8 : Ui(z) > U\(z) and 24 <  0 < 25, z6. Then ||2 || =  rnax{|24| +  |2g|, \z&\ 4- |26|}.
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(0 N  > N
Then ||z|| =  j2:41 + 1̂ 61 =  —24 +  26 and U\(z) < 12:41 + 1̂ 61 - Taking the right-hand 
derivative we obtain,
D +\\z \\ = - 4  +  4
=  (561 — 9 a \ ) z \  +  (<?62 — 5 4 2 )2:2 +  (563 — 5 4 3 ) 2 3  +  (564 “  544^4 
+  (565 “  545)25 +  (566 “  546)26 
= - ^ 22 - ( - £ + - 2  ( ^  +  / / / ) - 0 - ^ 4 +  a ( ^  +  / / / )  25 
+(HS  +  H( S  + c r V ) - T -  £+ )z6
< + H i -  2 ( M  + h i )  -  * -  m) N  + * +  HI )  N
+(HS + H(S  + a V ) - T - ^ ) \ z 6\
^  ( _ 2  (if+l +  # - 0  ~  0  “  /J) 1̂ 41 +  cr ( ^  +  # / )  N  
+ ( i f  5  + / / ( 5  +  <7t o  - r ) | 26 |
^ ((-2  +  ° ) { l !g i  +  H l ) - < t > - /i) |24| + (# S  + //(S  + ffK) -  r )|z6|
< max{— 71, //S ' +  H ( S  + uV)  — T}(|z4| +  |z6|)
Hence,
D+||z|| < m ax{-/i, I IS + H(S  + aV) -  T}\\z\\
(63)
<  max{— /i, 2H N  — T}||z||.
(ii) |z4| < |25|
Then ||z|| =  \z5\ + \z6\ =  z5 + z6 and U\(z) < \z5\ +  \z&\. Taking the right-hand 
derivative we obtain,
£>+1141 = 4  +  4
=  (551 +  561)21 +  (552 +  562)22 +  (553 +  563)23 +  (554 +  564)24 
+  (555 +  565)25 +  (556 +  566)26 
=  2 3  +  (0 +  ( ^  +  / / / ) )  2 4  +  ( - € +  -  m ) 2 5  +  ( H S  -  r  -  C i ) 2 6
^ f b M  -  {<f> + + #£)) |24| + (-£;§ -  /̂ )I2 5 1
+ ( / / 5 - T - ^ ) | 2 6|
< -  fa + (;§§ +  HI ) )  |24| -  /i|25| + (HS  -  T ) \ z 6 \ 
< - ^ \ z 5 \ + ( H S - T ) \ z 6 \
< max{—/x, H S  — T }(|z5| +  |z6|)
Hence,
D+\\z\\ ^ ^ { - ^ H S  -T}\ \z \ \
(64)
< max{—/i, I I N  -  T} || 21|.
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We now summarize our results from the analysis above. To ensure m (P)  < 0, 
from Cases 1 — 5 we need
T  -  2/2 < 0 ; (65)
and from Cases 6 — 8 we need
H N  -  fj, < 0  and 2H N  -  T  < 0. (66)
Using the condition (65), the inequalities in (66) yield
N < n d n i h ' i i }  =  m -  (67)
Hence, we conclude from Theorem 11 th a t under the conditions (65) and (67), the 
endemic equilibrium of the model (1) - (4) with constant controls is globally asymp­
totically stable when TZq > 1; that is, the solution of the system will converge to the 
endemic equilibrium independent of the initial sizes of the sub-populations.
The existence of a stable endemic equilibrium when TZq > 1 is demonstrated in 
Figure 3. We set the total population as N  =  1,000 and the model parameters in 
such a way tha t TZq «  2.0. We again pick different initial conditions 1(0) =  1, 50,
100, 150, 200, and 250, conduct a numerical simulation for each, and plot the phase
plane portrait of I  vs. S  for each case in Figure 3. We observe th a t all of these 
curves converge to the endemic equilibrium over time, a pattern th a t also takes place 
for various other initial conditions.
The focus of this study is to better understand the effects of different control 
strategies coupled with multiple transmission pathways of cholera. The m athem ati­
cal model fully captures the epidemiology and pathogenesis of the disease and com­
prehensively explores the usefulness of public health control responses to cholera epi­
demics in resource constrained settings. The model consists of three types of public 
health controls: vaccination, treatm ent, and sanitation. Comprehensive mathemati­
cal analysis of the model using both analytical and numerical approaches is carried 
out and presented.
The mathematical results demonstrate th a t despite including vaccination in a 
framework that has previously shown backward bifurcation [37], our model does not 
exhibit such a phenomenon and retains TZo as an epidemic threshold governing the 
dynamics of the model system. This model shows th a t the unity of TZq as quantitative 
statistic to quantify the amount of control effort required to contain epidemic cholera 
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Figure 3. The phase portrait of I  vs. S  for the system (1) - (4) with parameters set such 
that TZ q ss  2. The curves correspond to six different initial conditions with 7(0) — 1, 50, 
100, 150, 200, and 250. All of these curves converge to the endemic equilibrium where 
S* «  322.5 and I* w 403.1.
and endemism could still occur and the disease could persist, if the controls are not 
strong enough to reduce TZq to values below unity.
Effective control and eradication of cholera in the developing world remains a 
public health challenge because of the complex biological, epidemiological and envi­
ronmental factors that contribute to the dynamics of the disease. The recognition of 
cholera burden combined with efforts to implement efficient control measures have 
become critical with the growing trends in cholera incidence in developing countries, 
and require a comprehensive and integrated strategy to implement public health con­
trol measures. The current study can be extended by a number of ways. Our model 
assumes tha t the vaccine efficacy o and sanitation-induced preventability p are con­
stants, whereas in reality both decrease after several months, thus time-dependent.- 
Additionally, we have assumed tha t all the control measures, including vaccination, 
can be implemented from the very beginning of disease outbreak and carried out 
with cdnstant strength throughout the course. It would be worthwhile to study dis­
ease dynamics with (more realistic) time-dependent, control measures. Particularly, 
an optimal control study [23,32,33,35,39,60] can be employed tc  seek the optirnal- 
balance between the gains and -costs of the control measures.
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CH APTER 3 
MULTI-GROUP CHOLERA MODEL
The effects of dispersal and movement among different spatial regions are critical 
in cholera dynamics. Disease transmission occurs through the interaction of infectious 
individuals amongst susceptible communities [19] and the circulation and spread of 
toxigenic vibrios in the aquatic environment [54]. Human hosts, symptomatic and 
asymptomatic, could potentially travel between susceptible communities spreading 
the disease. Additionally, vibrios in contaminated water may not be isolated to a 
certain water source. Indeed, infected individuals may shed the bacteria in multiple 
water sources. Furthermore, the movement of the bacteria within the aquatic en­
vironment could affect the reservoir of V. cholerae and spread the disease to other 
regions. Therefore, it is important to  study disease transmission within and be­
tween different groups, investigating the movement of infected human hosts and the 
pathogen from one region to another.
A heterogeneous population whose individuals are distinguishable by some factor 
can be divided into n homogeneous compartments [64]. In general, for epidemic 
models, individuals are grouped into compartments according to stage of the disease 
or spatial position. For example, in an SIR model, the population is divided into 
susceptible, infected and recovered compartments. Furthermore, in a multi-group 
SIR model, spatial position is considered in addition to stage of the disease when 
generating compartments. The total population N  is divided into n  distinct groups 
each partitioned into a susceptible compartment S', an infected compartment 7, and 
a recovered compartment R, where the population in each group is given by Nt = 
Si t  Ii +  Ri, for i -  Once an infected individual enters the recovered
compartment, the newly recovered individual no longer influences the dynamics of 
the system. Also, since Ri = Ni — Si — we can ignore the recovered compartment 
completely from each group. The pathogen concentration in the contaminated water 
is denoted by 77; for each group i — 1, . .  , n.
The incidence function is given in the form ]Cj*=i ^j)> where susceptible
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individuals can be infected either by interacting with infected individuals (human- 
to-human direct transmission) or by ingesting contaminated water (environment-to- 
human indirect transmission). The rate of change for the pathogen concentration in 
each group is denoted by the function hi(Iiy B i ) for i =  1, . . .  ,n.
Based on these conditions and building on the cholera model in [65] (reproduced 
in Appendix A), a general multi-group model can be formulated as the following 
system
dS,






Y , S i S A ^ B j ) - { i i  + b)Ix ,
j =i
Bi) ,




where the parameter b represents the natural human birth and death rate and 7* 
represents the rate of recovery from cholera in each group. We assume th a t /.(A , £?,) 
and hi(Ii, Bi) satisfy the following biologically sensible properties for i = 1, . . . ,  n:
(M -l) M 0,0) =  /i,(0,0) =  0.
(M-2) fi(Ji,Bi) > 0 and / ,  only vanishes at (0,0).
(M-3)
~ i I i , B t) >  0 ,  ^ ( I u B t) >  0 ,  B i ) >  0 ,  — (IuBi)  < 0 .
(M-4) /.( / ,,  Bi) and /o(/,, Bi) are both concave; i.e. the matrices
32/.
c P h t
-dlf
( P h i
a2 h{
D 2f t - d h d B i
d 2 f i
and D 2hi — dhdBi d2 hi
dhdBi d B ? dhdBi SB\
are negative semidefinite everywhere.
It follows from assumption (M -l) tha t the model admits a unique disease-free equi­
librium (DFE), denoted by
X 0 ---- ( S i  /? , B l . . . , S l C B Qn)--=( N , , 0,0, .  ., /V„, 0, 0) ,?0 r  0  n O (71)
ana assumption (M-2) guarantees a  non-negative force of infection. The inequalities 
in (M-5) respectively state th a t the rate of new infection increases with rises in
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infected population size or bacterial concentration, increased infected population 
also leads to a higher growth rate for the pathogen, and the infective vibrio cannot 
independently thrive in the absence of replenishment of their numbers in the inflow 
of contaminated sewage [15]. Finally, assumption (M-4) is based on the saturation 
effect. We mention that another multi-group cholera model was recently proposed 
in [58], yet our model is more general in both the incidence representation and the 
pathogen dynamics
Assumption (M-4) implies th a t the surfaces h* =  /^(Z,, B %) are below their tangent 
planes at any points (Iio, B io) >  0; i.e.
a j  a i
hi(Ii, Bi) < hi{Ii0, B i0) +  - ^ ( / t0, B i0)(Ii -  I i0) +  - ^ . ( I io, B io)(Bi -  B l0).
In particular, setting (L;0 l Bi0) =  (0,0) and using assumption (M -l), equation (70) 
yields
- I  -  * < « .* )  S +  H ( 0 , 0 )* . <  f  <0 . 0 ) «  +  f | ( 0 , 0 ) f t  ,
which implies that for any initial values B l0  < ,
0 < B i(t,B io) < UiNi with tu*
(dhj/dli)(  0 , 0)
’ (dhi/dBi)(0,0)  ‘
Therefore, the feasible region is given by
r = l ( s 1 j i l B l l . . . , s nj n. B n) e M 3n 0 < S i  + I i < N i t 0 < B i <  UiNi , 1 <  i  <  n j-
(72)
and it is positively invariant in M3n.
3.1 B A SIC  R E PR O D U C T IO N  N U M B E R
Following the next-generation matrix theory [64], the basic reproduction number, 
Tio, is mathematically defined as the spectral radius of the next-generation matrix. 
In order to determine the next-generation m atrix of our model, we first consider the 
compartmentalized infectious subsystem:
dl i /d t ’  H h S J i i l u B i )  ' (71 +  o)h
dln/dt E"=: S nfi(I i ,Bi) (7n +  b)Ir,
d.B-Jdi 0 —hi(/ i ,  Bi)





For convenience, let 
dfi  ,n nv _  dfi
~qY- ~  Pi ’ ----- (0 , 0 ) =  gi ,
<9/n (0 , 0 ) = r { , dhi (0 , 0 ) =  Ui ,
for i =  1,. - .,  n. Then, the 2n x 2 n  Jacobian matrices evaluated at Xo, the disease-free 
equilibrium, are given by
F  = D F ( X 0) -
Nipi ■ • X\pn Niqi  - • Niqn
N npi ■ N nPn N ngi ■ XnQu
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 • 0
and
V  -  DV{X„) =
7i +  b 0 







7n T  b 0 
0 - « !  0 
0 — u 2
0
Hence, the next-generation matrix is defined as
F V - 1 =
C D  
0 0
where
-  S i l l )
71+6 ̂  ui '
7 n + 6  
JV2_
QnTn \ 
« n  '
7 n + 6 (/>» -  *£r)
-  am.!
7 1 + 6 ' - ^  u \  '













- N x^  ••
1 Un
D  =
_iV22i  ■ ■- -  n 2
z  Un
- N n%- ■■ri U1 ‘ - A n %71 Un
are both matrices of dimension n  x n.
To find the spectral radius of F V ~ 1, we proceed to determine its characteristic 





det(AI  -  F V ~ X) =  A"
7  k + b
A -  N XA X - • • - N xA n 
—N nA\  - • • A — N nA n
Denote
X x
N \A i  N XA 2 ••• N xA n 




N nAi NnA2 - 
det(A7 -  F V ~ l ) = \ 2n~l ( A -  ^  WA- I > (77)
i—i
det(A/ -  X x) = A” - 1 j A -
>;=i
Proof. We prove the claim by induction. When n — 2, it can be easily verified that 
equation (77) holds. Now, assume tha t equation (77) is true for n. Let us test the 
case n + 1 .  Then, we have
det(A7 -  F V - 1) =  A det(A7 -  X x)
=  An - f - 1
A -  N XA X 
- N nA x
~ N n+iAi
-N\An —N xA n+x
A — N nA n —N nA n+\
An A 1 A n.i. ]
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Let us split up the last column so tha t the determinant can be written as the sum 
of two determinants; i.e., let
det(AI - X i )  =
A -  iVjAj 
~ N nA,
—N n+iAi
- N ^  0
A -  N nA n 0 
^n+l A n A
A -  NiAx - N i A n  —N i A n+l
—N nAi  • • • A — IS/nA n —NnA n+i
~ ~ ' ' ' N n+\An A n-f. j
=  i^ l  +  l^l | -
From our assumption on n, it is clear tha t the first determinant is the following
I-*!!™ A An l A -  £  NiAi
i— 1
NiAi
For the second determinant \Z\\, note tha t the following elementary row operation 
(Q  <- Q -  {Ai/An+J) - Cn+1) , i  = l , . . . , n ,  yields
A • 0 — N iA n+i
0 • • • A — NnA n .̂i
0 ••• 0 — iVn+i.An+1
=  A
n _ i  | N nA n+1
I 0 — N n+iA n+i




An+i -  AM A|Vi| +  \Z, \ -  A" ^A -  J 2  N-A^ j
det(A7 -  F V - 1) =  A2(n+i)_1 ^A -  A M ij ,
n + l  \
Y , n , a  .
i=l / .
md the claim holds. □
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Hence, the basic reproduction number is given by
(78)
Note tha t < 0 from assumption (M-3). Equation (78) clearly shows th a t the 
basic reproduction number 7Za for the entire system is the summation of individual 
reproduction numbers from all the n  groups. W ithin each group, the reproduction 
number consists of two parts: one is the contribution from the direct (or, human- 
to-hurnan) transmission ^ ^ | ^ ( 0 , 0); the other is the contribution from the indirect
(or, environment-to-human) transmission, ~~^^g:(0 , 0 ) f ^ ( 0 , 0)^ § ^ (0 , 0 ) .
Based on the work of [64], we immediately obtain the following result regarding 
the local stability of the disease-free equilibrium.
T h eo rem  12. Let 770 be defined as in equation (78), Then the disease-free equilib­
rium X q of the system (68) - (70) is locally asymptotically stable if  'R,q <  1, and 
unstable iflZo > 1-
3.2 S T A B IL IT Y  A N A LY SIS O F  D IS E A S E -F R E E  E Q U IL IB R IU M
Indeed, we can establish a stronger result regarding the stability of the disease- 
free equilibrium. We prove global stability by constructing a Lyapunov function and 
utilizing LaSalle’s Invariance Principle [381.
L em m a 13. Assume (M-l)  - (M~4)- I f  71 o <  L then the disease-free equilibrium Xo 
is globally asymptotically stable in T. Additionally, iflZo > 1, the system (68 ) - (70) 
is uniformly persistent.
Proof. Let
W i  ■■■ W n  W n + 1 • • • W 2 n P i  ■■■ Pn  Q1 • • Qn \ V  ■ (79)
Since V  is a nonsingular M-matrix, then V  1 >  0 [6], and it follows tha t u;< > 0 for 
al l !  =  1, . . . ,  2 n. Also, note tha t
n
J 2  N m  = Ko • (80)
2 = 1
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Let us construct a Lyapunov function
L =  Will H h wnI n +  wn+iBi  4-------1- w 2nB n . (81)
Differentiating L along the solutions of the system (68) - (70) yields the following
dh  
dt
T, dli d ln dBi dB,
L  =  Wi~—-  +  • • • +  wn—— +  wn+i ——— !-••• +  w2n
dt dt dt
Wi T 3  B j ) -  (71 4- b ) l i j  +  \-wn ^ ^ 3  S nfj ( Ij ,  B j ) -  (7„ +  b)In
4- Wn+ihi(Ii, Bi)  4- • • • 4- w2nhn(In, B n) .
From assumption (M-4) and (M -l), it follows that
L' -  W l  ^53 Nl f o 1! + ~  7̂l +  _l-----
4- wn ^53 {P^i  ”1’ ^jB j } ~  (in +  4- wn+i(ril i  4- uiB i)  4
"f- ^ 2niTn^n "t~ 'UnB n)
"  /l
=  X > Wi
i= 1









Further, from equation (79), we obtain
That is,















Lr < \  I % \NiWi -  1 Pi • • Pn Ql ■ ■ • qn
Bi
=  (Ko -  1) Pi Pn Q\ ■ qn J I n
Bi
Now, note that V  — 0 if and only if either 
(a) TZq < 1 and I\ =  B\  =  ■•• =  /„ =  B n = 0, or
(h) 'IZq -  1 and 5, =  A7* for i — 1,. .  , n.
Let K  be the largest compact invariant subset of





In Case (a), each solution in K  satisfies 5t- =  bNl — bSi for i =  1, . . . ,  n,  and obviously 
the solution converges to Si =  jV* for i = 1, . .  ., n. In Case (b), note th a t Si = Ni 
satisfies
n




Y . w , - B,)  = o-
j - i
Hence, from assumption (M-2), it is obvious th a t I\ =  B\ — ■ ■ ■ — In B n =  0. 
Therefore, all solutions in T converge to the disease-free equilibrium; tha t is, the 
largest compact invariant set where L'  =  0 is the singleton {X0}. By LaSalle’s 
Invariance Principle, X a is globally asymptotically stable in F if 7Zq <  1.
If 71q > 1, then V  >  0 in a neighborhood of X 0  in the interior of T. Thus, 
solutions in the interior of T sufficiently close to Xq move away from Xo,  implying 
tha t X Q is unstable. Consequently, the instability of (which is on the boundary 
of the domain T) implies uniform persistence of the system [22]. □
3.3 EX ISTE N C E  A N D  U N IQ U E N E SS OF T H E  E N D E M IC  
EQ U ILIBR IU M
The dynamics of the system (68) - (70) when 7Zo < 1 have been completely 
described by Theorem 12 and Lemma 13. Now, we conduct an endemic analysis 
when 770 >  1. The following theorem shows the existence and uniqueness of the 
endemic equilibrium.
Theorem  14. For the system (68) - (70), i f  IZq > 1, there exists a unique positive 
endemic equilibrium, and ifR-o < 1 , there is no positive endemic equilibrium.
Proof. Under assumption (M-3), the equation /ij(/j,R j) =  0 implicitly defines a 
function Bi = gi{h) with <?'(/*) >  0, for i — 1, • • • ,n.  In addition, differentiating 






d l . d B i
_______  o 2 h i
d I , d B ,  d B 2
Using assumption (M-4), we can readily see th a t g"(Ii) < 0, for i =  1, • ■ - , n.
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Then, setting the right-hand sides of equations (68) - (70) to zero, we obtain
bN,
_bN±  f  \  (M ,
k Tk + b X b  + Y L i M i n g i V i ) ) ) '
Bk = gk(Ik).  (85)
in particular, from equation (84), it follows that 
h  bNk 71 +  b 7 1 + 6  N k
implying that
h  l k  + b bNx 7k + b N x ’ ^  1 ’ ’ n ’
4  = 2L^ - ^ - / i  = cfc-J1, A: = 1, . . . ,  ro. (86)
7 fe + 6 iVj
Note tha t c.k > 0 and thus I\ > 0 implies tha t Ik > 0 for all k = 1, . . . ,  n. Also, it is 
clear that c\ = 1.
Let us define the following
(87)Z T / T  \  =  J  b N l  f  E " = l / « ( c . A , g i ( C j / l ) )  1
{ lJ ~  1 7i + b \ b  + J2?= 1  f i{cih,9i(cxh)) J '
Note that H(0) =  0 and H{I\)  > 0 for all Ik > 0 with k — 1, . . .  , n. Denote
Pi(h) =  f i (cih ,  gi(cih)) i = 1, . . .  , n.
Then we have,
t t ( j  \  m _  f  P i ( h )  +  P 2 ( h )  +  ■ ■ + P n ( h )  1 7 .
1 7 i +  b \ b  +  Pi(Ii)  +  ^ 2(A) +  • • • +  Pn(h) }
and taking the derivative we find th a t
jTttj n __ _bNi_  r m + ^ i ) + - + m ) )  \  r8qx
Kl)  7 i + b \ ( b  + PX(I  i) + P2{IX) +  • • • Pn{L)Y j  ( J
where
P'k(h)  =  ck ^ dA {ckI u gkickh ) )  + ^ - f CkI u gk(ckh ) )  • g’k(ckI  x) j  >  0, (90)
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for k = 1 ,n.  Therefore, H'(Ii )  > 0 for Ii > 0. In particular, note tha t
H ’(0 ) =  ~ - b(P!( 0 ) +  f 2(0 ) +  • • • +  * ( 0 »
=  {§7r<0’°5 + lfe (° ’0) • ^ (°)}
(91)
J h - I ! L ' 0  0 ) +  ^
7, +  6\<SV ' ,JB,(0 , 0 ) * # - ( ( > , O W i M; (o)}
+ ^ { f (t, ' o , + H ( o ' o ) ! ' « o ) }
+ -+ ^ { t (0'0 ) + l l (0'0)-9”(0)}
— n 0
Next, we have
H  {h> “  T o  1 ---------------------- F E l T w ----------------------- J  (92)
where
pk ( h )  = 4  ^ ~ ^ r ( c kh , g k(ckh ) )  +  2 • g'k{ckh )  ■ 9k{ckh ) )
d2/* , r , dfk+(9k(ck l i ) f  ■ -^g|(cfc/i,^fc(cfc/i) )  +  ^ ( C f c / i , ^ ( c fc/i)) • 9fe(cfc/i)| 
[ 1 9k{ckh )  ]
' f { c k h , g k (ckI i )) - (ckh , 9 k ( c kI i ) )
ai Jdhk (ckJ\ > ok(ckI i )) -g^r (c* ,9k{c-kI i))
1
9k{ckh )
, 2 <?/* //, r x+ ck - w -gt M
(93)
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for k ~  From assumption (M-4) and the fact g'Kh)  <  0, it follows tha t
P'kih) < 0 for k — 1 And therefore, H " ( I i ) < 0 for / i  >  0. T hat is, the
function f / ( i i )  is increasing and concave on (0, oo) with H'(0) =  R q. If H '(0) =  TZq >  
1, there is a unique positive fixed point I{ for / / ( / ] ) ,  and thus, from equation (86), 
unique positive fixed points Furthermore, with I k > 0 for k — 1 , . . . ,  n
and equations (83) and (85), it follows th a t there exists a unique endemic equilibrium 
denoted by
In contrast, if H '(0) =  TZq < 1, there is no positive fixed point for H ( I \ ) and thus no
3.4 GLOBAL STA BILITY  OF T H E  E N D E M IC  E Q U IL IBR IU M
We proceed to  show the global asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium. 
By Theorem 14, the endemic equilibrium X* — (5*, /*, B {, . .  ., S*, /*, J5*) exists and 
is unique when IZo > 1- Note tha t , . . . ,  S*, /*, B* are positive and satisfy
the following equilibrium equations:
for k — 1, . . . ,  n.
To study the endemic global dynamics, we introduce another assumption here. 
We assume that the solutions to the system (68) - (70) implicitly define a function 
Bj = Bj(Ij )  with Bj{Ij) > 0 and Bj ( I j )  < 0, for j  -- 1, • • • , n. Biologically, this 
means that the bacterial concentration in the aquatic environment will increase with 
the rise of the infected human population, but the rate of the increase will slow down 











<#(/,) =  1, B ’(Ij)
d l j d B ;
d2f)
d l j d B j
d 2 f j
d B ]
where the inequalities follow assumptions (M-3) and (M-4). Using equations (98) 
and (99), we obtain that Qj(Ij)  is monotonically non-decreasing and SiiM js m0no- 
tonically non-increasing with respect to I j . It is then easy to observe tha t
In other words,
Q i V i )
Q i W )
We now establish the following result.
- 1 1 -
m . B * )  iL
M I j , b 3) / ;
< 0 . (100)
T h eo rem  15. Assume (M-l)  - (M-4)- I f  1Zo >  1, then the unique endemic equilib­
rium X* is globally asymptotically stable in the interior o fT .
Proof. We will use an approach similar to  tha t described in [58]. In particular, we 
will construct a Lyapunov function and determine the appropriate coefficients by 
graph theory. For completeness, we list some related definitions and results from 
graph theory in Appendix B.
Let
D k = S k -  SI  -  S * l n §  +  /* -  II  -  Pk l n £  +  B k — B k — B*k In §  , (101)
1k






+  ( 1 -  
1 -
Ik )  * \  Bk
n













, _  S£ _  Sk f j j l j ,  Bj) Bj)
Sk S*kfj( I* ,B*) f j ( I j  , B j )
+11 - ̂ ) (>(s; - s*)
+ E s ‘ « / ; , b ; )
j = i
* “ - S
Skf j j l j ,  Bj)  I k Sk f j j l j ,  Bj )  II
L S ' k f i ( i ; , B ; )  B k  s * k f j ( i * , B * )  i k
+ i
fofc(Jfc, Bfc) fofc( Ik , B p
bk{Ik -,Bk) hk(Ik, B k)
7 = 1
5,
^  /* S k M i j ^ j )  4
2 — +
5 fc b ; )  4 ^ 4 4 (4 , 1 4 ) 4
4 1 1 - 1 ) 6<s; -  * >  ■4  0  -  f )  ! * * « ■ * * >  -  b ;)1  ( £ H f ! )
Let a fcj- =  Skfj(I*,B*)  and
F f o r p r rn  o 3E . M ^ B j )  I k Skfj(Ij ,  Bj)  4
ft,(S t, h,  St, 2 -  -  + j j j j p p  -  j j  -  ' T* ■ (1°3
It is clear that
Meanwhile, we have
S l \
Sk) (s; - st) < 0 .
[M4*, b „) -  hk(i{,  b;)) (St — < 0
which immediately follows from the last inequality of assumption (M-3). If we further 
assume that 4 (4 - , Bk) and hk(Ik, B k) have the same sign, then we obtain




Let $(x) =  1 — x  +  lnx  for x  £ (0, oo). Note tha t 3>(x) <  0 with <£>(x) — 0 if and 
only if x — 1. Using the inequality (100), it follows tha t
r  /n  I jd T r> \ ( S ± \  _  Ih. I (  ^ k f j j l j i  Bj) I k \
t i{ ' *’ "  *' j ' ~  U J  K  \ s y , ( i h B - )  i t )  ii
V /< w .b ;)  ) \  f A ’„ B i )  /•3 ’ 3 ’ '  v  - j
+ $  . I A  _  in k
i ; J  i ;
= * ( % ) + * ( s * f M ’B *> . ! k ) + *  ( W ' B V  . h.
\ s k )  \ s t M i ; , B ; )  h )  VM i j , B j )  i ;  
1W 1 f j W ’ Bj )  h  
K W h s ; )  J  V i ;
- ^  +  l n ^  +  ^ - l n ^
n  n  i j  ij  
=  Gk(lk) -  Gjil j)
'S t
+  * \ f c
- ( S u f iV j 'B j )  I j \  £ \
\ s t f j ( i ; , B ; )  i k )  K M i j ' B j )  i ; J  
( m , B j )  W  f s ( i ; ,B ; )  v
A  Bj) i ; .
+




G »(4) =  - ( i + l n ^ .  (105)
i fc i fc
D'k ~  akjFkj(Sk, Ik, B k, Ij, Bj)  and Fkj ( S k, I k, B k, Ij, Bj)  =  Gk(Ik) — Gj(Ij)  
t=i
if and only if
i - ^ j ( s ; - s t ) =  o, ( io 6)
l - ^ ) h k(Ik, B k) = 0,  (107)
( M* i , Bj )  \ (  M i ; , b ;)
\/j(7 ;,-B *) A  f j i ^ B j )  I* J
(108)
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Let A  = [a/y] and ck be as given in Proposition 3.1 [58] for the weighted digraph 
(£?, A) (also defined in Appendix B). For k =  1 , . . . ,  n,
d~{k) =  d+(k) — n — 1.
Then, for n > 2,
n n n
Ck&kjFkj
k =  1 n n
£  -  c , •(/,)]
=e e ^ ( 4 +i4 +^ - ‘4 )fc=1 i=1 \  Jk t j  J
=  0 .
Hence, D  is a Lyapunov function.
Now, suppose n =  2. Since d+(k ) =  n — 1 =- 1 for k  =  1,2, by Theorem 3.3 
of [58],
2 2
iiyi ^  ' CjQji , th a t is, ®kj ■
i=l i=l
Then,
2 2 2 2 2
t'k&kj Fkj — E E E ^ A
fc=l j =1 k—1 j=l i=l
i E E E ^ . ( 4  +  l4  +  F - ‘4 )fc=i J=1 i=i v h  h  h  h  /
=  0 .
Therefore, D  is a Lyapunov function for n  =  2 as well.
Thus, D' <  0 for all (Si, i i ,  B\,  . , Sn, / n, Bn) in the interior of T. Furthermore,
D ’ =  0 implies that for some constant A > 0,
S! =  s ; ,  . . . ,  s„  =  s * ,
7 l= A /* , .. , 7n =  A/* ,
B, = B l  B n = B*n ,
using conditions (106) - (108), the properties of <f>(:r) and strong connectivity of the 
weighted graph (&,A). Now, substituting these relations into the equation dSk/d i  +
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dlk/dt  gives
0 =  bNk -  bS*k -  (7fc +  b)\rk
Frcru our equilibrium equations (95) - (97), we clearly see that this holds only if 
A =  1; that is, only at the endemic equilibrium X*. Therefore, the only invariant 
set such that D' = 0 is the singleton X*. By LaSalle’s Principle, X* is globally 
asymptotically stable in the interior of T. □
3.5 EX A M PLE  A N D  N U M E R IC A L  SIM U LA TIO N S
In this section, we will conduct numerical simulations to  verify some of our ana­
lytical results. For simplicity, we consider only two groups; i.e., n =  2. Meanwhile, 
we use bilinear incidence for both the direct and indirect transmission pathways 
(see [62]), and we express hi(Ii, Bi) as a linear function for each group.












— l^iNi — {XnS\Bi  + A12S1.B2) — { P n S i h  -f f l n S i h )  ~  / î•S'l. (109)
=  ( ^ u S i B i  +  \ 12S 1B 2 ) +  ( f l n S i h  +  P n S i h )  ~  ( v i  +  l i ) h ,  (HO)  
=  £i-Tl — ^l-Si, ( HI )
-  H2N 2 -  (A2 i S 2B l +  X2 2 S 2 B 2 ) -  (P21S 2 I 1 +  P22S 2 I 2 ) -  H2 S 2 , ( U 2 )
=  (A2iS2£ i  +  X22S2B2) +  (/?2i'S,2/ i  +  P22S2I2) — (P2 +  72)^2, (H 3)
^  =  £2-̂ 2 — h B 2- (114)
The parameter A ij (i, j  = 1, 2) represents the transmission rate from vibrios in group 
j  to susceptibles in group i, and fiij (i , j  =  1, 2) represents the transmission rate 
from infectives in group j  to susceptibles in group i. Definitions and values for other 
parameters are provided in Table 1.
We have run the numerical simulation for this two-group model with various 
parameter values and initial conditions, and the results are consistent with our an­
alytical predictions: when TZo < 1, the disease dies out; when TZo > 1, the disease 
persists and all solutions converge to the endemic equilibrium X*. In particular, 
using the parameter values given in Table 1 (with TZq > 1), we display a  typical set 
of results in Figures 4 and 5, where we plot the phase portraits for h  vs. S\ and I2 
vs. S2 separately with three different initial conditions and zoom in the results. We
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Table 1. Parameter values for the two-group cholera model
Parameter Symbol Value Source
Total population in each group 
Natural human birth
N u N2 5,000 -
and death rate in each group 
Rate of recovery from
M l,  M2 (43.5 yr) -1 [47]
cholera in each group 
Rate of human contribution
71, 72 (5 day) -1 [15,28]
to V. cholerae in each group 
Death rate of vibrios
6 , £2 10 cells/ml-day [15,28]
in the environment in each group 
Ingestion rate from
$2 (30 day)-1 [15,28]
environment to humans in each group 
Ingestion rate through human-human
A n , A22 0 .0001/day [62]
interaction in each group 
Cross transmission rate from
P n ,  P 22 0 .00011/day [47]
vibrios in group 2 to susceptibles in group 1 
Cross transmission rate from
P 12 0.0005/day -
vibrios in group 1 to susceptibles in group 2 
Cross transmission rate from
P 21 0 .0001/day -
infectives in group 2 to susceptibles in group 1 
Cross transmission rate from
Al2 0.00008/day -
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Susceptible Number S1
Figure 4. I\ vs. S \ . Phase portrait (zoomed-in) for the two-group cholera model with 
different initial conditions, and TZq >  1. All of the curves converge to the endemic 
equilibrium with I{ m 1.572, S f  ~  3.664.
observe th a t all three curves approach the endemic equilibrium over time, indicating 
the global asymptotic stability of the endemic equilibrium.
We have proposed a general multi-group model describing cholera dynamics that 
involve spatial heterogeneity and dispersal. Both direct (or, human-to-human) and 
indirect (or, environment-to-human) transmission pathways are incorporated into the 
model in a most general manner, and the pathogen dynamics are also represented by 
a general function. Under biologically feasible assumptions, the basic reproduction 
number 7Z0, given in equation (78), remains a sharp threshold for cholera dynamics 
in multiple groups. If TZq < 1, the disease will completely die out whereas if TZq > 1, 
the disease will persist. Additionally, when TZq >  1, there exists a unique positive 
endemic equilibrium that is globally asymptotically stable. The analytical predictions 
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Susceptible Number S 2
Figure 5. I2 vs. S2. Phase portrait (zoomed-in) for the two-group cholera model with 
different initial conditions, and 1Z0 >  1. All of the curves converge to the endemic 




Environmental and climatic factors play an im portant role in cholera epidemics. 
In particular, in developing countries where endemicity is established, cholera tends 
to settle into a seasonal pattern [60]. Runoff from monsoons and floods during the 
wet seasons can wash sewage into the local rivers and drinking water, causing a bloom 
of V. cholerae in the aquatic environment. Thus, environmental influences, such as 
monsoons, floods, droughts, and water tem perature changes, due to the alternating 
dry and wet seasons, can disrupt the toxigenic vibrio concentration in the aquatic 
environment, as well as their survival and epidemic spread [15,60]. T hat is, seasonal 
variations could cause epidemics and lead to a heterogeneous environment for disease 
transmission in the time domain.
Building on the cholera model in [65] (reproduced in Appendix A), we construct 
the following non-autonomous dynamical system to describe cholera dynamics in a 
time-periodic environment,
^  =  b N - S f ( t J , B ) - b S , (115)
^  =  S f { t J , B ) - { 7  + b)I, (116)
J f>
—  =  7 /  — bR, (117)
^  =  h ( t , I ,B ) ,  (118)
where S, I, R and B denote the susceptible population, infected population, recovered 
population and the concentration of vibrios in the contaminated water, respectively. 
For simplicity, we assume B  to be scalar. The total population N  = S  +  I  + R  
is assumed to be a constant for all t > 0. The parameter b represents the natural 
human birth and death rate, and 7  represents the rate of recovery from cholera. In 
this generalized model, the incidence function, f ( t ,  / ,  B),  which determines the rate 
of new infection and the function h ( t , I ,B ) ,  which describes the rate of change for 
the pathogen in the environment, are both periodic in time with a common period 
u). That is,
f ( t  +  co,I,B) = J ( t , I , B )  and h(t  +  ui, I, B)  =  h(t, I,  B).
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To make biological sense, we extend assumptions (M l) - (M4) from Chapter 3 to 
incorporate time; that is, we assume th a t the periodic functions /  and h satisfy the 
following conditions for all t > 0 :
(P-4) f ( t , I, B) and h(t, / ,  B)  are both concave for any t > 0; i.e. the matrices D 2f  
and D 2h are negative semidefinite everywhere.
Hence, from assumption (P-l), it is obvious th a t the model has a unique, constant 
disease-free equilibrium
The first condition in (P-5) implies tha t infection can start by the indirect trans­
mission route alone; in other words, a positive bacterial concentration can lead to a 
positive incidence even if I  =  0 initially. The second condition in (P-5) states tha t 
infected people will contribute to the growth of the vibrios in the environment (e.g., 
by shedding) even if B  =  0 initially.
Furthermore, we introduce an additional regulation on the profiles of the incidence 
and pathogen functions for small I  and B.  We assume that
(P-6) There exists e* > 0 such tha t when 0 < /  <  e*, 0 < B < e*,
(P-l) /(< ,0 ,0) = h(t ,0,0)  =  0.
(P-2) f ( t , I , B )  > 0 .
(P-3) % ( t , I , B ) >  0 , § £ ( t , I , B ) >  0 , § ( t , I , B ) >  0 , f | ( t , / , B ) <  0.
Xo =  (So , Io , Bo , B0)T = ( N , 0 , 0 , 0)T . (119)
In addition, we assume that
(P-5) f ( t ,  0, B) > 0 if B  > 0; h(t, 1 ,0) >  0 if /  >  0.
f( t ,  I,  B) > f ( t ,  0,0) +  /  0,0) +  B  • ^ ( t ,  0,0)
d l d B(t,0,0) + I  ■ B  ■
1 f
( t ,0 , 0 ) +  - B 2 - ^ ( t , 0 , 0 )
and
h(t , I ,  B) > h(t, 0, 0) +  I  ■ 0 ,0 ) + B  ■ 0,0)
d l d B
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Here we make some comments on the assumption (P-6 ). Based on concavity of /  
(assumption P-4), the surface of /  is below its tangent plane every where. Meanwhile, 
since the matrix D2f  is negative semidefinite, we have
f(t ,  0,0) + /  ■ (t, 0,0) + B - 2 L  (t> o, 0) > f( t ,  0 ,0) + /  ■ (t, 0,0) +  B  • (t , 0,0)
I B - d2fd ld B (t, 0 , 0)
Thus, assumption (P-6) essentially states tha t at least in a  small neighborhood of 
I  = B  =  0, the surface of /  lies below its tangent plane and above a concave tangent 
paraboloid. Similar reasoning holds for h.
Finally, we mention that many well known cholera models, such as those in [15, 
28,47,62], all satisfy the above assumptions (P -l) - (P-6), though these models are 
based on autonomous dynamical systems.
4.1 BA SIC  R E PR O D U C T IO N  N U M B E R
Following the standard next-generation m atrix theory [64], we consider the sub­
system of model (115) - (118) tha t is directly related to  the infection:
F - V .
' d l /d t  ' " S f ( t , I ,  B)  ' (7  +  b)I
dB/d t 0 —h(t, / ,  B) _
For this non-autonomous model, we have
F(t) = D F { X 0)
JV§f(t,0,0) N % ( t , 0 , 0 )
and
V(t) = D V ( X 0) =
7  +  b 0
- i ( t , 0 , 0) - § M , 0)
where X 0 is the disease-free equilibrium of the model defined in equation (119).
Generally, for a compartmental epidemiological model based on an autonomous 
system, the basic reproduction number is determined by the  spectral radius of the 
next-generation matrix, F V -1 (which is independent of time). It is thus a simple 
m atter to calculate the time-averaged reproduction number, [7£o], for our cholera 
model. Wesley and Allen [69] showed th a t for some epidemic models with periodic
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coefficients and constant population size, the time-averaged basic reproduction num­
ber is a threshold for disease extinction. For any continuous periodic function g(t) 
with period u,  we may define its average as
[g\ = - f  g(t)dt. 
u  Jo
Thus, keeping with this notation, we define the time-averaged matrices of F{t ) and 
V  (t ) as the following, respectively,
0 0 \y\
7 + 6 0
_  rah'] _  [Oh i
La/J LasJ
Therefore, the time-averaged basic reproduction number, defined as the spectral 
radius of the next generation matrix [i',][V']~1, is given by,
N
7  +  6
\ d f ] \ d f ] d h '
- l d h
d l d B d B d l
( 120)
Although the definition of the basic reproduction number of a general non- 
autonomous model system is still an open question, Wang and Zhao [66] extended 
the framework in [64] to include epidemiological models in periodic environments 
(background reproduced in Appendix C). Wang and Zhao [66] introduced the next 
infection operator L  by
rOO
Jo
s)F(t  — s)<f>(t — s)ds, ( 121)
where Y (f, s), t > s, is the evolution operator of the linear ca-periodic system dy/dt  =  
—V(t)y  and the initial distribution of infected individuals, is ca-periodic and 
nonnegative. The basic reproduction number is then defined as the spectral radius 
of the next infection operator,
n 0 = p(L). (122)
Analytical determination of p(L) is impossible in general. Therefore, we will 
numerically calculate the basic reproduction number TZq by explicitly determining 
the maximum eigenvalue A of the next infection operator L  such th a t (L<i>)(t) = 
for all ta-periodic functions <f>(t) € Cw. From equation (121) and the ta-periodicity of 
4>, we obtain
ru)




G (i,s) =  £  Y ( t , t  — s — m u )F ( t  — s — mu). (124)
7 71= 0
Since Y(t,  s), t > s, is defined as the evolution operator of a linear ca-periodic system, 
there exist K  > 0 and a > 0 such that ||y ( t , s)|| <  K e~ a^^s  ̂ for all t > s with 
s £ R  [27]. Then it is clear tha t || Y ( t , t  — s — m u ) F ( t  — s — mu)  || <  K\\F(t  — s — 
mu)\\e~a(-s+'nuj') for all t € M and s > 0. Hence, we may approximate G by a finite 
sum
M
G(t, s) «  Y ( t , t  — s — rnu)F(t  — s — mu) (125)
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for some M  > 0 sufficiently large. We proceed to numerically integrate equation 
(121) with the integrand approximated by (125).
Let us partition the interval [0, u] uniformly into n  nodes labeled as U — i - ^ 
for i = 0 , . . . ,  n  — 1. Using the trapezoidal rule, we can approximate this integral in 
equation (121) with second-order accuracy,
{L<j>)(t) «  ^  ( y ^  G(t , ti)<p(t -  ti) +  l,G(t, t0)4>(t -  to) +  ^G (u t n)(p(t -  t„ )^  . 
Since 4>{t) is ^-periodic, it is clear tha t 4>(t — to) =  <t>(t ~  tn). For convenience, let
G(t,to)
1






G(t, t0)<f>(t -  to) +  y  G(t, ti)(f>(t -  ti)
2 =  1
Now (L0)(t) =  A0(t) can be written as a m atrix equation,
u
T i
G (t,to) G (t,ti)  G (t , t 2 ) G(t, t„_ i)
4>{t - 10)
4>(t -  tj)
4>{t -  f2) A4>(t) .
0 (t tn—\)
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Setting t =  tj (j =  0 , . . . ,  n — 1) in the above equation yields
U)
n
4 > { t j  t o )  
< p ( t j  -  t i )




Again, by the periodicity of 4>{t),  it follows that
4>{tj t 0 ) =  4>{tj  ^1 ) == ^ ( t j —1 ) 1
4>(tj t j —\ )  0 ( t  1 ) 1  b )  <f>(to), ^ ( t j  t j - j_i) 0 ( t n _ i ) ,
0 (tj tn_ 2) =  0 (tj'4-2), <P(tj hi—l) =  0 (̂ j + l)>





[ G ( t j , t j )  • • •  G ( t j , t o )  ■■■ G ( t j , t j + 2)  G ( t j , f j + i )  ] 0(b)
0 (tn- 2 )
0 ( t n  —1)
(127)
Note that this equation holds for all y =  0 , . . . ,  n —1, thus generating a  matrix system. 
The coefficient matrix, denoted by A,  is given by
A 4>{tj)
A =
G(to,  to) G ( t o , t n - l ) G ( t o , t 2 ) G ( t 0, t \ )
G ( t \ , t \ ) G { t i , t o ) G ( h , t 3) G ( t i , t 2 )
G( t j ,  t j ) G ( t j , t j - 1) G ( t j , t 0) ■ G ( t j , t j +2) G { t j , )
G { t n- 2, t n- 2) G ( t n—2 i t n  — '3,) G ( t n - 2 , t o ) G ( t n — 2 , t n — i)
G ( t n _ x , t n _  1) G ( t n— 1, t n —2) G ( t n - i , t i ) G ( t n_ i , t 0)
Therefore, equation (127) can be put into a compact form,





where A  is a matrix of dimension (n m ) x (n m ) and 0  is a vector of dimension (nm) x 1.
Hence, to find the basic reproduction number defined by TZq =  p ( L ) ,  it is equiv­
alent to find the maximum A such th a t the matrix equation (129) is valid; i.e.,
Ko ~  ^p (A ) .  (130)
For the periodic cholera model (115) - (118), the evolution operator can be easily 
determined by solving the system of differential equations dy/dt  =  —V(t)y  with the 
condition y{s) — 1 2 x2 ] thus,
Y ( t , s )  =
where
; - ( 7 + 6 ) ( t - s )
r*Y ( t , s ) 5B(T’°’0)dT
(131)
Y ( t , s )  = ^  J \ ~ ^ W ) d T ^ ( T , Q , Q ) e - ^ +b){T~s)d T ^ l e- S $ k { t m d t . (132)
The next infection operator can be numerically evaluated by
p o o  pUJ




G(M)« E  Y ( t , t  — s — ku)F( t  — s — kcu)
k=o
M
“  W E
k=0
% { t - s -  kui, 0,0)e -^ +6»s+fca'> kui,Q,0)e-^+b̂ s+ku'>
— s — kuj,0,0)Y(t,t — s — fciv) §£j(t — s — fccj,0, — s — fca>)
(134)
for some M  > 0 sufficiently large.
From the work of [64], we immediately obtain the following result regarding the 
local stability of the disease-free equilibrium.
T h eo rem  16. Let TZq be defined as equation (122). The disease-free equilibrium of  
the system (115) - (118) is locally asymptotically stable i f  TZq < 1, and unstable i f  
TZq > 1.
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4.2 D IS E A S E  E X T IN C T IO N
We proceed to investigate the global stability of the disease-free equilibrium for 
our cholera model, which will also provide a  condition for the extinction of the disease. 
Consider the m atrix function F(t)  — V(t),
F ( t ) -  V(t)  =
(̂ > 0 , 0 ) — (7  +  b) N § ^ ( t ,  0 , 0)
§ ( f ,o ,o )  H M , 0 )
(135)
It can be easily shown that the above m atrix function is continuous, cooperative, 
irreducible and w-periodic. Let <f>(F_y)(.)(t) be the fundamental solution m atrix of 
the linear ordinary differential system
x'  =  [F(t) -  V{t)]x,
and p($(/r^y)(.)(w)) be the spectral radius of $(^_y)(.)(u;).
From Lemma 2.1 in [71], we immediately obtain the following result,
(136)
L em m a 17. Let p  =  ^ lnp(4>(^_y)(.)(u;)). Then there exists a positive ui-periodic 
function v(t) such that e^lv(t) is a solution to equation (136).
Now let us consider equations (116) and (118) from our cholera model. It can be 
easily obtained, using assumption (P-4), that
d f  d f
J ^ ( i , 0 , 0) +  B ^ ( t , 0 , 0 )
and
That is,
dB  T ^ d h , „ „  dh , n .
—  =  h(t, I,  B)  < / — {t, 0,0) +  0 ,0).
d_
dt
’ I  '
< [F{t) -  V(t))
' I  '
B B
Meanwhile, based on Lemma 17, there exists v(t) such th a t
x(t)  = ( / (t), B(t)) = e^v ( t )
(137)
(138)
is a solution to equation (136), with p  =  ^ lnp(€>(/'_y)(.)(cu)). It follows from equa­
tions (136) and (137) that
(139)
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when t is large. Theorem 2.2 in [66] (also presented in Appendix C as Theorem 2) 
states tha t TZq < 1 if and only if p ($ (F_v/)(.)(a;)) <  1. Therefore, p  < 0. Then, given 
equation (138) and inequality (139), it is clear th a t
lim I ( t ) = 0, lim B(t)  = 0. (140)<—>•00 <~AOO
Next, we consider equation (117) from our model. For any e > 0, there exists 
T  > 0 such that whenever t > T,  it follows tha t
r  e , dRI  < — and < t — bR.
7  dt
And hence, R(t) < e/b for t > T.  Since t > 0 was arbitrary, it is clear tha t
lim R(t) = 0. (141)t—>oo
Finally, since population N  = S  + I  + R  is a constant, we have tha t
lim S(t) = N.  (142)
<—>•00
Hence, we have established the following result.
T h eo rem  18. I f  TZq < 1, then the disease-free equilibrium of the model (115) - 
(118) is globally asymptotically stable, and limj^oo X( t )  = Ao =  (N,  0 ,0 ,0)T for any 
solution X ( t )  of the system (115) - (118).
Theorem 18 shows that the disease will completely die out as long as TZq < 1.
This further implies that reducing and keeping TZ0 below the unity would be sufficient
to eradicate cholera infection even in a periodic environment. Similar result was 
established for the autonomous system in [65]; i.e., the cholera model with time- 
independent /  and h.
4.3 U N IF O R M  P E R S IS T E N C E  O F  T H E  D IS E A S E
Now we consider the dynamics of the periodic model (115) - (118) when TZq > 1.
For ease of discussion, let us omit equation (117) from the system, since the total
population is fixed such that N  = S  + I  + R. Define
X  =  R^.; X 0 = R+ x Int(M+) x In t(R +); d X 0 = X \ X 0.
Let P  : X  —» X  be the Poincare map associated with the model (115) - (118) such 
that P (xo) =  u(u>,xo) for all xq € X  where u ( t , x o) denotes the unique solution of 
the system with u(0, x q )  =  x 0.
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D efin ition  19. The solutions of  the system (115) - (118) are said to be uniformly 
persistent i f  there exists some rj > 0 such that
lim in f5 (t) > tj, lim in f/(f) >  rj, lim in f5 (f) > rj
t —*> 0 0  £ - * 0 0  £—> 0 0
whenever 5(0) > 0, 7(0) > 0, and B ( 0) > O'.
A more general definition of uniform persistence can be found in [72]. We now 
state the following theorem, the proof of which is inspired by the work of [71].
T h eo rem  20. Let IZo >  1 and let (P-l)  - (P-6) hold. Then the solutions of the
system (115) - (118) are uniformly persistent, and the system admits at least one
positive uj-periodic solution.
Proof. Set
M d =  {(5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) € d X 0 : P m(S(0), 1(0), 5 (0 )) € d X 0, Vm >  0} .
We first show that
M q — { (5 ,0 ,0) : 5  >  0} . (143)
Clearly, M q D  {(5,0,0) : 5  >  0}. Consider any initial values (5(0), 1(0), 5 (0)) €
<9Xo\{(5,0,0) : 5  >  0). If 7(0) =  0 and 5(0 ) > 0, then 7'(0) >  0 by assumption 
(P-5). Similarly, if 5 (0) =  0 and 1(0) > 0, then 5 '(0 ) >  0. Thus, it follows tha t 
(S ( t ) , l ( t ) ,B ( t ) )  £ d X 0 for 0 <  f «  1. This implies tha t M d C {(5 ,0 ,0) : 5  >  0}, 
and hence, we have (143).
Now, let us consider the fixed point M q =  (IV, 0,0) and define W s (Mq) =  {xo ■ 
P m(x0) —> Mo,m  —> 00}. We show th a t
W s (M0) f ) X 0 = <b. (144)
Based on the continuity of solutions with respect to the initial conditions, for any 
e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 small enough such tha t for all (5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) € X a with 
||(5(0), 7(0), 5(0)) -  Mo|| < 5, we have
||u(f, (5(0), 7(0), 5 (0))) -  u(t, M0)|| < e, Vt € [0,w]. (145)
We claim that
limsup ||5 m(5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) — M0|| >  6, V(5(0), 7(0), 5 (0)) € X 0. (146)
771—>00
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Suppose by contradiction; tha t is, we suppose lim supm_).00 | |P m(5(0), 7(0), B(0)) — 
Mol < (5 for some (5(0), 1(0), B(0)) € X 0■ W ithout loss of generality, we assume 
that ||P m(5(0), 7 (0),-B(O)) -  M0|| <  S,Vm > 0. Thus,
Uu(t, P m(S(0), 1(0), B(0))) -  u(t, M0)ll < e ,  Vt € [0,w] and m >  0 . (147)
Moreover, for any t >  0, we can write t = t' + nio, where t' €E [0,cu) and n  being the 
greatest integer less than or equal to  t/ui. Then we obtain
|\u(t, (5(0), 1(0), B(0))) -  u(t, Mo)|| =  ||u(t', P m(S(0), 1(0), B ( 0))) -  u(t ' , M0)|| < e
(148)
for any t > 0. Let (S ( t ) , I ( t ) ,B( t ) )  = u(t, (S(0), 1(0), B(0))).  It follows th a t N  — e < 
5(f) <JV  +  f , 0 < / ( t ) < £  and 0 <  B(t)  < e. Note again tha t e <  e*. Then, based 
on assumptions (P -l) and (P-6), we have
f t > N  ■ I  ■ | ( ( t , 0 ,0 )  +  JV • B  ■ ~ ( t , 0 , 0 )  -  (7  +  4)/
+  N ' E' \ ' ' W ' (*’0 ' 0) +  N ' '  \ B ' S (f ' ° ’ 0) -  N  ' ' ' 1 '
^ ( t , 0 , 0 ) - t - B .  ^ ( < , 0 , 0 ) - £ • £ •  /  ^ ( i , 0, 0 )
d l d B
and
dB dh dh
~dt ~  +
d2h
d l d B
(t, 0 , 0)
Hence, we obtain
d l /d t
dB/dt
> F - V - e - K
' I  '
B
(149)
where F  — V  was given by equation (135) and
- t - K  = €■
§̂ 0(f,O,O)-§£ (f,0,0)-(7V + c) d l d B
2 I f  (L 0,0) d l d B  ( * ’ ® > 0 )




Again based on Theorem 2.2 in [66], TLq > 1 if and only if p{$F_v (u)) > 1. 
Thus, for e > 0 small enough we have p($>F- v - f  k (u )) > 1. Using Lemma 17 and 
the comparison principle, we obtain
lim I{t) =  oo and lim B(t)  =  oo, (151)
t —>oo t —> OO
which is a contradiction.
Hence, Mo is acyclic in M q, and P  is uniformly persistent with respect to 
(Xo, dXo), which implies the uniform persistence of the solutions to the original sys­
tem. Consequently, the Poincare map P  has a fixed point (5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) € Xo, 
and it can be easily seen that 5(0) ^  0. Thus, (5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) € In t(R +) x 
Int(R+) x Int(R+) and (S(t), I(t),  B{t)) =  u(t, (5(0), 7(0), 5(0))) is a positive uj- 
periodic solution of the system.
□
4.4 EX A M PLES A N D  N U M E R IC A L  SIM U LA TIO N S
We briefly discuss three different, and specific, cholera models in periodic en­
vironments. The models presented below are extended from work of Codego [15], 
and more recently, of Mukandavire et al. [47] and Tien and Earn [62] (see Appendix 
A for the original models). We focus on simulating seasonal variations by incorpo­
rating periodic environment-to-human transmission rates and periodic rates of hu­
man contribution to the population of V. cholerae in the aquatic environment. We 
study the epidemic and endemic cholera dynamics of a hypothetical community with 
N  =  10,000 as the (normalized) total population, and compute the basic reproduc­
tion number 1Z0 for each model. Meanwhile, the time-averaged reproduction number 
[R-o] can be easily calculated for each of these models, though it has been noted tha t 
[7£o] may overestimate or underestimate the infection risk for a non-autonomous epi­
demiological system [66]. Thus, it is of our interest to compare the values of IZq and 
[R-o] for these models. Also, we conduct numerical simulation for each model with 
initial conditions 5(0) =  5(0) =  0 ,5(0) =  N,  and 7(0) =  1; tha t is, one infected 
individual enters an entirely susceptible community. For easy comparison, we use the 
same parameter setting for all the three models, and these parameter values are based 
on the cholera data published on the recent Zimbabwe cholera outbreak [47,70]. We 
present typical infection curves for both scenarios, 7Z0 <  1 and TZq > 1, demonstrat­
ing disease extinction and disease persistence. Finally, in presenting each of these
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Table 2. Incidence functions and pathogen concentration functions
Model Incidence function 
f ( t , I , B )
Pathogen concentration rate of change 
h(t ,I ,  B)
Codego a(t)X(B) e( t)I  - J 3 B
Mukandavire et al. £(t) I  -  SB
Tien and Earn bw (t)W  — 6/7 a ( t ) I - £ W
models, we keep the same notations for variables and parameters from the original 
autonomous model. We will clarify the different notations among the three extended 
models when necessary.
4.4.1 TH E M ODEL OF CO DEQ O
The original model in [15] is now modified as
=  n{H - S ) -  a(t)A(B)S,  (152)
=  a(t)A(B)S -  r l ,  (153)







which includes seasonal oscillations of the rate of exposure to contaminated water, 
a(t), and the rate of human contribution to the population of the pathogen, e(t), 
tha t are both periodic functions of time with a common period, uj =  365 days, or 1 
year:
a{t)
. / 2ttA  
1 +  “ Sm (3 6 5 )




The periodic contact rate a(t) simulates the seasonal variations in water quality 
whereas the periodic per capita excretion rate simulates the seasonal variations in per 
capita water contamination. Here a (or e) is the baseline value, or the time average, of 
a(t) (or e(t)), and a (or e) denotes the (relative) amplitude of the seasonal oscillation 
in a(t) (or e(t)). To ensure both rates to be positive, we require 0 <  a, < 1 and 0 < 
e < 1. In this model, H  is the total population, A(B)  =  B / ( K  + B ) is the probability 
a susceptible person becomes infected with cholera, fd =  mb — nb represents the net
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death rate of vibrios, and only the environment-to-human transmission pathway is 
considered. The incidence is f ( t , I , B )  = a(t)X(B)  and the pathogen function is 
h ( t , I ,B )  =  e(f)7 — pB.  It is easily verified th a t the assumptions (P -l) - (P-6) hold 
for the system (152) - (154).
The disease-free equilibrium is given by
X o = (SoJ o, B o)T = ( H , 0 , 0 ) q (156)
From the next generation matrices
F(t) =




r  0 
- e ( t )  p
it follows tha t basic reproduction number of the time-averaged autonomous system, 
based on (120), is given by
Hae
fa>]
H  f  a_e_ 
r \ K  p
The evolution operator Y (f, s) is given by
e - r ( t - s )
Y(t,  s) =
Y ( t , s )  e




Y(t, s) = e
( i k ) 2 +  ( / ? - 0 S
(  1
(/3 — r) sin /  27rt
+
/3“ r  ( M  + ( P - r )
\365 
(/3 — r) sin
27T (  27it \  1
365 °OS V365/J
f  2irs\ 2ir (2irs 
V 365)  ~ 365 C°S \365
Thus,
G(t,s)  =  ^ 2  Y ( t , t  — s — ku>)F(t — s — ku)
“ f  — ( ^ ) ) l
0  e - r { s + k u j )
0 Y ( t , t  — S  — kuj)
for some positive integer M. To compute the basic reproduction number 77o, the 
matrix A  can be constructed by arranging the entries of G and the spectral radius 
of A  can be numerically determined as described previously in Section 4.1. We 
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Figure 6 . Plot of the periodic threshold of 7^o fc>r various a. TZo =  1 when a «  0.0625 
and [T̂ o] ~  1 when a «  0.0667.
numbers 7Zq and [720], for various values of a(t) and e(t). For illustration, we focus 
on the variation of a(t) here. In Figures 6 and 7, we vary a and a, respectively, 
while keeping the values of other parameters fixed. In Figure 6 , we see th a t 7Zo =  1 
■when a zz 0.0625 and [R-o] “  1 when a «  0.0667. It is clear that the time-averaged 
basic reproduction number underestimates the infection risk. Meanwhile, in Figure 
7, we see that 7Zq =  1 when a 0.8407 and [7Zo] — 0.9 for all a, again showing the 
inaccuracy of using [7?o] for infection prediction. In addition, Figure 8 shows a typical 
infection curve of this model when 7Zq < 1, where we observe the disease quickly dies 
out and the disease-free equilibrium is asymptotically stable. In contrast, Figure 9 is 
a typical infection curve of this model when 7Zq > 1, where the disease persists and 
there is a positive o;-periodic solution.
4.4.2 TH E M ODEL O F M U K A N D A V IR E  E T  AL.
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Figure 7. Plot of the periodic threshold of IZo for various a. TZq = 1 when a «  0.8407 
and [77o] =  0.90 for all a.








Figure 8 . The model of Codego: A typical infection curve when TZq <  1, with initial
condition 1(0) =  1. The solution quickly converges to the disease-free equilibrium
with Iq =  0.
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Figure 9. The model of Codego: A typical infection curve when IZo > 1, with 
initial condition 7(0) =  1. A periodic solution with ui = 365 days forms after a long 
transient period.
following differential equations:
^  = n N - M Q S - ^ - P h S I - p S ,  dt k + B
§  =  0e( t ) S - ^ — +/3hS I - h  + ^) I ,  





= m i - S B ,  
=  ' y l - f i R -
The two periodic functions are defined as
'2irt'








where {3e(t) is the environment-to-human transmission rate and £(f) is the rate of 
contribution to V. cholerae in the aquatic environment. Though in different nota­
tions, /3e(f) and £(t) have the same meaning as a{t) and e(t) in (155). The incidence 
is f{t ,  I, B)  — &e{t)-^B+ Phi and the rate of change for the bacterial concentration is 
h(t, I,  B)  =  i{ t ) I  — 8B. Both environment-to-human and human-to-human transmis­
sion pathways are included in this model; in particular, the environment-to-human
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transmission factor is based on a saturating form, which is the same as th a t in model 
(152) - (154), and the human-to-human transmission mode takes a  bilinear form. It 
is clear that the assumptions (P -l) - (P-6 ) hold for the system (158) - (161) as long 
as 0 < pe < 1 and 0 < £ < 1.
The disease-free equilibrium is given by
X 0 = (So, Io, Bo, R o f  = (N,  0 , 0 , 0)T
From the next generation matrices 
F(t)
(163)
" PhN 0 e ( t ) N  IK v ( t )  =
7  +  p  0
0 0 -e(<) s
it follows that the time-averaged basic reproduction is
[Ro1 =  ^ _ ( a  +  A | U
7  +  ^ \  k o J  d K ^  + fj.) 
The evolution operator Y(t ,  s) is given by
e - ( 7 + / d  ( t - s )  Q
(nSfih +  £(3e) . (164)
Y ( t , s )
Y { t , s )
where
Y(t, s) = e - ^ +̂ - s^
+
S -  (7 +  p) 
£ ic / W • (o 1 (0 — ( 7  +  u)) sin ——
( m )  +  ((5’“ (7 +  /U)2 V V365
27r f  2 n t \ \
365 C°S \365 )  )
€ 5 -  (7 + n) 
£ {5 -  (7 +  p)) sin. / 2 t z s \m \365 /
2 7T
C O S( ^ ) 2 +  ( J _ ( 7 +  /i))2 W ' " ' “ “ V365J 365 ( 365) )
Thus,
OO
G(t,s) — Y ( t , t  — s — ku))F{t — s — ku)
0 fce-(rM)(»+M L ( i + pe Sin e _ ( 7 + / j ) ( , + M
PhY ( t , t - s -  kuj) ^  ( l  + (3e sin ) Y( t,  t -  s -  kuj)
Using the function G(t,s) ,  the m atrix A  can be constructed and its spectral radius 
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Figure 10. Plot of the periodic threshold of TZq for various /3e. TZq = 1 when 0e as 
0.0321 and [7̂ o] =  1 when (3e as 0.0334.
keeping other parameters fixed. In Figure 10, we again observe th a t the curve of 
[7£0] is below that of TZq , and we notice th a t 7Z0 — 1 when (3e as 0.0321. In Figure 
11, we see tha t TZo =  1 when /5e as 0.05688 and [770] =  0.9797 for all 3f,. Note tha t 
Qe and 0e correspond to a and a, respectively, in (155). Comparing the result in 
Figure 10 to that in Figure 6 , we see th a t a lower value of the magnitude of the 
indirect transmission rate (/3e as 0.0321 versus a as 0.0625) is needed to reach the 
threshold value TZo =  1 for the current model, due to the incorporation of the direct 
transmission mode. Similarly, we observe th a t the values of [77o] in Figures 10 and 
11 are lower than those in Figures 6 and 7 for the same value of the parameter. In 
addition, Figure 12 is an infection curve when TZo < 1, and Figure 13 is an infection 
curve when 7Z0 > 1, for the current model. We observe similar patterns as in Figures 
8 and 9. Figure 14 shows a zoomed-in picture for the periodic model of Mukandavire 
et al. where the periodic solution is highlighted and a period of uj = 365 days (or 1 
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Figure 11. Plot of the periodic threshold of TZo for various pe. TZo — 1 when pc «  









Figure 12. The model of Mukandavire et ah: A typical infection curve when 7£0 <  T
with initial condition 1(0) =  1 . The solution quickly converges to the disease-free






Figure 13. The model of Mukandavire et al.: A typical infection curve when TZo > 1, 
with initial condition 7(0) =  1. A periodic solution with oj = 365 days forms after a 
long transient period.
1.3851.35 1.355 1.36 1.365 1.37 1.375 1.38 1.39 1.395 1.4
time (days) x 105
Figure 14. A typical infection curve for the model of Mukandavire et al. when 
7Z0 > 1, with initial condition 1(0) — 1 zoomed in.
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4.4.3 TH E M ODEL OF T IE N  A N D  E A R N
The original model in [62], where the pathogen concentration is denoted W  in­









= fiN  — bw{t)WS  — bjSI  — nS,  
=  b w i f iW S  + b j S I - ^  + t i l ,  
=  a ( t ) I - £ W ,
-  7 /  -  At/?,
where
bw(t) =  bw 1 -f bw sin
/  27rf
in  I -------
\365








denote the water-to-person transmission rate and the shedding rate from infected 
individuals into the water, respectively. Here the time-periodic parameters bw{t) 
and a(t) play the same role as a(t) and e(t) in model (152) - (154), or Pe(t) and 
£(f) in model (158) - (160). The incidence in the current model is f ( t , I , W )  = 
bw{t)W  +  I  and the pathogen function is h ( t , I , W )  =  a(t ) I  — fW . The dual­
transmission pathways are included in this model by using bilinear forms, however, no 
saturation effect was considered. It is straightforward to  verify tha t the assumptions 
(P -l) - (P-6) hold for the system (165) - (168) given tha t 0 <  bw < 1 and 0 <  «  <  1.
Clearly, the disease-free equilibrium is given by
Xo = (So, io, Wo, R o f  = (N , 0 , 0 , 0)' 
From the next generation matrices
m
(170)
’ Nbj Nbw (t) ’
V(t)  =
7  +  n 0




C(7 +  /*)
(£5/ +  abw ) (171)
The evolution operator Y(t,  s ) is given by
e - ( 7+ p ) ( t - s )
r ( M )  = Y ( t , s )
0
e - £ ( i - s )
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where
Y ( t , s )  = e - ^ ^ a  \ /
A ~ (7 +  M)
a ( .  , . ( 2 ix t \  2tt (  2 n t \ \
+  ( ^  +  K - h + ^  ( K “  ' 7 +  ^  Sm (.365 j  -  365 “ S (365 J  J
'Q
-  (7 +  m) 
<5 .. . . . .  f  2 t t s \  27r / 2 7 r s
(£ “  (7 +  M))sin I _  c° s  1 -----o  I  l  r  /  l  o i n  _  _  ■ _  I _( H ) +  ( £ ~ ( 7  +  m ) ) 2 V VS V365;  365 \ 365
Thus,





-(7+A3)(*+fcw)6/C-(7+m)(-+M b w  ( i  +  b ~w  sin  )  e-
b jY (f, t — s — /cw) b\y ^1 T  bw sin ( 2̂ 365) )  Y ( t , t  ~  s ~  kid)
We have conducted similar numerical simulations as before and calculated the two 
reproduction numbers. In presenting the results of TZq , we could, in principle, vary 
bw while keeping other parameters fixed. However, due to the bilinear form of the 
indirect transmission mode employed in the current model, the meaningful values of 
bw are several magnitudes smaller than those of a in equation (155), or (3e in equation 
(162), making it impossible to compare the result with the other two models. Thus, 
we have chosen to only present the result of TZq (and [77o]) versus bw in Figure 15. 
We see that TZq =  1 when bw ~  0.3706 and \TZo] =  0.9872 for all bw- The result 
shows similar pattern to that in Figure 11 as both models include dual transmission 
pathways. Figure 16 displays an infection curve when TZq < 1 for the current model, 
and Figure 18 shows an infection curve when TZo > 1-
Finally, from Figures 8 , 12 and 16, as expected, we see that when TZq < 1, the 
infected population I  quickly decreases to zero and stays there forever (for example, 
see Figure 17 for the long term behavior of the periodic model of Tien and Earn), 
showing that the disease dies out in each model. Indeed, similar patterns were 
observed for various initial conditions (not shown here), an evidence tha t the disease- 
free equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable for each model. Figures 9, 13 and 
18 illustrate typical infection curves for the three models when TZq > 1. In this case, 
for each model, the disease persists and after a long, transient period, the infection 
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Figure 15. Plot of the periodic threshold of TZq for various b w -  TZq =  1 when 












Figure 16. The model of Tien and Earn: A typical infection curve when TZo < 1,
with initial condition 1(0) =  1. The solution quickly converges to  the disease-free
equilibrium with Iq =  0 .
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tim e (days) * 105
Figure 17. The model of Tien and Earn: Long-term behavior of a typical infection 
curve when TZo < L with initial condition 7(0) — 1. The solution quickly converges 
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tim e (days) x 104
Figure 18. The model of Tien and Earn: A typical infection curve when 7Zq > 1, 
with initial condition 7(0) =  1. A periodic solution with oj = 365 days forms after a 
long transient period.
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4.5 M U LTI-G R O U P CHO LERA M O D EL W IT H  SE A SO N A L IT Y
Finally, we extend the generalized multi-group model in Chapter 3 to  a periodic 
environment, thus, incorporating spatial and temporal heterogeneity. Therefore, we 
have the following dynamical system,









'Jih bRi , 
hi(t,Ii, B i) .
(172)
i = 1 , . . .  ,n  (173)
(174)
(175)
The functions /j(f, h ,B i)  and /i,(t, /,, Bi) are both  differentiable and periodic in time 
with a common period uj. Hence, we have
f i( t  + c j , I i , B i )  = fi( t ,I i ,B i)  and hi(t +  u j , B i )  = hi(t, Ii, B i ) .
We assume (P-l) - (P-6) are satisfied for i — 1, . . . ,  n  and t > 0. It is clear tha t the 
disease-free equilibrium is given by





(t, 0, 0 ) =  pi{t) , 




(*,0 , 0) =  «?,(*), 
(*,0 , 0) =  Ui(t) ,
dIi , v / ’ dBi
for i = 1 , . . .  ,n . Then, the next generation matrices evaluated at the disease-free 
equilibrium, X q, are given by
F(t)
N\P\ (*) N ipn(t) N iq iit)
Nnpi{t) ••• N npn(t) N nqi(t)











7n + b 0
0 ~u\(t) 0
0 ~u2(t)







0 - u n(t)
It follows tha t the time-averaged basic reproduction number is given by
[flo] =  P O T V ] - 1) =  £
i=1 7i + b {
\ d f i 1 \ d / r dhi
-X dhh
d h dBi dBi d h
The evolution operator Y ( t ,s )  is given by
Y ( t ,s )








g f j u i ( r ) d r  
0
0







Y i(t,s)  0
0 Y2(t,s )  0
0
0 e/it “"(T)dr 
0
0





T i ( M )  =  { ^  e - ^ u^ dzn ( T ) e - {l'+b){T~s)dT^ j e - X ^ d T
M










NiPi(t — s — k<jj)e(7l i>)(s+fcw)
Nnpi(t -  s -  k u j)e ^ - b̂ s+k^  ■ 
N\qi(t -  s — fco;)e(7l-6^s+few)
. Nnqi(t - s -  ku )e^" -b̂ s+kul'> ■ 
Nipi(t — s — ku)Y\{t, t — s — kui)
Nnpi (t — s — kuj)Yn(t, t -  s — kuj) 
N\qi(t — s — ku)Yi(t, t -  s -  ku )
Nnqi(t -  s — kuj)Yn(t, t ~~ s -  Axj)
MPn(« -  s -  '
W n P n ( <  -  S  -  f c u ; ) ^ 7 " - 6 ) ^ * " )  _ 
Niqn(t -  s -  k o j ) e G ' ~ b)(s+ k“ ) '
A n g „ ( t  -  a -  k u j ) e G " - bK s+k“ ) _
AlP„(t — s -  ku)Y i(t,t -  s — Area)
Nnpn{t — s — kuj)Yn{t, t -  s — ku;) 
N\qn{t ~ s — kui)Y\ (t,t — s — ku>)
Nnqn{t — s — kuj)Yn(t,t — s — Aru;)
4.5.1 D ISE A SE  E X T IN C T IO N  O F A  P E R IO D IC  M U LT I-G R O U P  
M ODEL
We follow a similar argument of disease extinction as that seen in Section 4.2 
for the general periodic model (115) - (118). First, consider the matrix function 
F(t) -  V(t),
r Cj c 2






NxPi(t) -  (7 ! + b) Nip2{t)
N2p ] (t) N 2p2(t) -  (72 +  b)
N ipn{t)
N2pn{t)
Nnpi(t) • • ■ N npn(t) -  (7„ +  b)
N iqi(t) ............. Niqn{t)
N 2qi (t ) ............. N 2 qn{t)
C2 — 5
Nnqi(t) ............. N nqn(t)
n ( t )  0 0 Ui(t) 0 0
c 3 =
0 r 2(t) ■■ 0
; c 4 =
0 u2(t) • • ■ :
0 0 rn(t) 0
‘‘♦o's3
O
Note tha t F (t) — V(t) is continuous, cooperative, irreducible and tu-periodic. Using 





=  Y 1  B j )  ~ h i  + b)U < ^ N i V jP jit) + B jq jit)}  -  (7i +  b)h , (179)
j =1
dBi

















■ «?1 B n
(181)
Therefore, by a similar argument presented in Section 4.2, we obtain the following 
result.
T h eo rem  21. I f  TZq < 1, then the disease-free equilibrium of the model (172) - 
(175) is globally asymptotically stable, and lim^oo X ( t)  = X q =  (N , 0 ,0 ,0)r  fo r any 
solution X (t)  o f the system  (172) - (175).
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4.5.2 D ISE A SE  PE R SIST E N C E  OF A  PE R IO D IC  M U L T I-G R O U P  
M ODEL
Again, we take a similar approach to proving uniform persistence as the proof in 
Section 4.3. Let TZq > 1 and define
X  =  R**; X 0 =  R" x In t(R ") x In t(R "); d X 0 = X \ X 0.
Let P  : X  —> X  be the Poincare map associated with the model (172) - (175) such 
th a t P (xo) = u ( u j ,  xo) for all Xq G X , where u(t, x q )  denotes the unique solution of 
the system with u(0 , Xo) =  x q .
Let 5  = ( S i , S n), I  = ( I i , . . . ,  /„), B  = ( B i , , B n) and set
M d = {(5(0), 7(0), 5(0)) € d X 0 : P m(S(t), I( t) , B ( t)) G d X 0 Vm >  0}.
Consider the fixed point Mo =  (A, 0,0) where N  =  (Ari , . . . ,  Nn). And define 
W s (Mo) = {xo : JP"‘(xo) —> Mo, m  —> oo). We show th a t
W s (M 0) f ) X 0 = (b.
Based on the continuity of solutions with respect to the initial conditions, for any 
e > 0, there exists 6 > 0 small enough such tha t for all (5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) G Xo with 
||(5(0), 7(0), 5 (0)) -  Mol| < 5, we have
||u(t, (5(0), 7(0), 5(0))) -  u(t, Mo) || <  e, Vt G [0,w].
We make the claim that
limsup | |5 m(5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) -  M0|| > 6, V(5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) G X0.
m —>do
Suppose by contradiction, that is, we suppose lim sup,^^^ ||7>m(5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) — 
Mall < <5 for some (5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) G X0. W ithout loss of generality, we assume 
th a t j|577, (5 (0 ),7 (0 ),5 (0 )) -  M0|| < 5,Vm > 0. Thus,
||w(t, 5 m(5(0), 7(0), 5(0))) — u(t, M0)|| <  e, Vt G [0,o/] and m  > 0.
Moreover, for any t > 0, we can write t — t' 4- tux, where t' G [0, u j )  and n  being the 
greatest integer less than or equal to t /u .  Then we obtain
u(i, (5(0), 7(0), 5 (0))) — u(t, M0)|| =  ||«(t/, 5 m(5 (0 ),7 (0 ),5 (0 ))) -  u (t',M 0) j| <  c
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for any t > 0. Let (S ( t ) , I ( t ), B (t)) =  u(t, (5(0), 7(0), B(0))). It follows th a t TV -  e < 
S(t) < N  + c, 0 < I{t) < t  and 0 <  B (t)  <  e, and thus,
Na — e < S i(t) < Ni +  e, 0 <  7,(t) <  e, 0 <  Bi(t) < t.
Again, note tha t t  <  e*. Then, assuming (P -l) and (P-6), we have
j=1
n
> -  e ) ' f j ( t , ij, Bj) -  (7i + 6)7,
j=i
> E ( ^ i  -  e) • (/#(*» 0,0) +  7, • (i, o, o) +  B j. (i, o, 0)
' ^ ( L 0 , 0 )  +  7, • B , ■ ^ £ - ( * , 0 , 0 )  +  • ^ ( L 0 , 0 ) j  -  (7i +  6)7,
> E  Ari • ( i j  ■ o, 0) +  Bj ■ 0 ,0)) -  (7, +  6)7,
t ^ N i  ( £ ' ^  ’ I f  (*’°’0) + 6 ' S f M,0) ~ € l j
E e• (-0• (*.° ,o ) +  Br § § - . ( t , 0 ,0 ) - e - i j




dljdB j (t, o, o)!
d2f> ,t o 0 ) ^ 
d ljdB j J ‘
and
^  =  h,(t,7 ,,B ,)
> hi(t, 0 , 0) +  7j • 0 , 0) +  Bi ■ | ^ ( f , 0 , 0 )
1 r2 ( P h i T 1 , d2hi
+  2 1 F (I' ’ ) +  ‘ r 8 t M (1, , # ) + 2  ' ’ *
/, § £ ( ( ,  0 , 0) + A 0 , 0 )
1 /i ■ 1 ■
+  * ■ ^  ' ^ ’° ’0) +  e • 2 B ‘ • h * (<’° ,0) ~ c h dL dB i ° ’ °"!'
For further convenience, let
d 2 f  P f  P f
-q] t P 0' 0) =  &(*)> ^ ( < . o , ' 0) =  ®(t),  = /<(f) ’
^ ( i , 0 , 0 )  =  r,(t) , ^ M , 0 )  =  «,(*), ^ - ( * , 0 , 0 )  ^  fc(t)
8 8
for i =  1, . . .  ,n. Thus,
dh
dt'  < Y 1 Ni ' Vj ' piW  +  Bi ' 9j(0) -  (7* + b)Ii +  j r  Ni ■ (c - ^ I j ■ Pj(t) +  e • - qj{t)
j = l  j = l  V
-e  ■ lj - |fj{t) ^ -  Y ^ e  ■ ( i j  ■ pj(t) + Bj ■ qj(t)
and




d li / dt ' h  '
d ln /  dt
> F - V - e - K  ■
In
d B i/d t B i
dBn/d t . B " .
where F  — V  was given by equation (178) and
- e  ■ K  = c •
where




hNiPi(t) - P l ( t )  -  (Ni +e ) | / i ( t ) |  ••• ±N!pn(t) -P n (t)  -  (iVi +  c)|/n(<)l






\N iq ,(t) -  qi(t) ••• h^iQn{t) ~  qn(t)
\N nqi(t) -  qi(t) 
0
\N nqn{t) -  qn(t)




Again based on Theorem 2.2 in [66] (also presented in Appendix C as Theorem 
2), TZo >  1 if and only if p(&j?_y(uj)) > 1. Thus, for e > 0 small enough we have 
p{$ F -v-t k (u )) > 1. Using Lemma 17 and the comparison principle, we immediately 
obtain
lim Ii(t) = oo and lim Bi(t) =  oo, i — 1 , . . . ,  n, (183)
t — > o o  t — t o o
which is a contradiction.
Therefore, Mo is acyclic in Mq, and P  is uniformly persistent with respect to  
(Xo, 8Xq), which implies the uniform persistence of the solutions to the original 
system. Consequently, the Poincare map P  has a fixed point (5(0), /(0 ), 5 (0 )) 6  Xo, 
and it can be easily seen tha t 5(0) ^  0. Thus, (5(0), 7(0), 5 (0 )) e  Int(R+) x 
Int(R+) x Int(R+) and (5(f), 7(f), 5(f ) )  = u ( t ,  (5(0), 7(0), 5(0))) is a positive uj-  
periodic solution of the system. Hence, we have established the following result.
T h eo rem  22. Let TZo > 1 and let (P -l) - (P-6) hold. Then the solutions o f the 
system  (172) - (175) are uniformly persistent, and the system admits at least one 
positive ui-periodic solution.
We have presented a general non-autonomous cholera model in a periodic en­
vironment. Seasonally variational factors have been incorporated into the incidence 
function /  and the pathogen function h. Using the next infection operator introduced 
in [66], we have derived and computed the basic reproduction number TZo of our pe­
riodic cholera model, and have conducted a careful analysis on the epidemic and 
endemic dynamics. Our results have established TZo as a sharp threshold for cholera 
dynamics in periodic environments; i.e., disease completely dies out if TZq < 1 and 
uniformly persists if TZo > 1- The general analysis is demonstrated through three 
specific cholera models, and numerical simulation results are consistent with ana­
lytical predictions. We have also extended the generalized multi-group model to a 
periodic environment. More detailed analysis of this multi-group periodic model will 
be completed in the near future.
The complication of cholera modeling lies in that, on top of the multiple transmis­
sion pathways that involve both environment-to-human (or, indirect) and human-to- 
human (or, direct) routes, disease dynamics are also subject to strong seasonal vari­
ation. Thus, many different factors, ranging from ecological, environmental, societal, 
and climatic, need to be considered in constructing a more accurate mathematical 
model. We have incorporated periodicity into the general incidence and pathogen
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functions in our model, in order to represent these various seasonal oscillations in 
a generic manner. Although in the three specific examples presented in Section 4.4 
we have focused on two periodic parameters (i e., the rates of human-environment 
contact and human contribution to environmental vibrios) for the purposes of demon­
stration and easy comparison, one can easily incorporate periodicity into other model 
parameters, depending on the context of the modeling. In addition, similar analysis 
can be conducted to other cholera models (e.g., [28]), and the framework can be 
extended to model other water-borne infectious diseases, such as dysentery, typhoid 
fever, and campylobacteriosis.
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CH APTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Cholera is currently in its seventh pandemic and remains a growing public health 
problem in different parts of the world, with outbreaks showing complex patterns, 
partly explained with genetic changes in the organisms [49,55]. Despite the available 
knowledge on its prevention and treatm ent, the disease is emerging as one of the 
leading cause of mortality in developing countries. Successful control and eradication 
of the disease requires good understanding of the biological, epidemiological and 
environmental factors shaping these outbreaks. Infectious disease modeling helps us 
to  understand the mechanisms influencing disease transmission dynamics. To tha t 
end, we have presented and analyzed three different cholera mathematical models: 
an autonomous model with added public health control measures, a general multi­
group model incorporating spatial heterogeneity and a periodic model incorporating 
seasonal variations.
First, we modified an autonomous cholera model in a homogeneous environment 
to include three public health interventions (vaccination, medical treatm ent, and 
water sanitation) in an effort to better understand the effects of different control 
strategies. We explicitly determined the new basic reproduction number and con­
ducted a stability analysis of the disease-free and endemic equilibria for the system 
with the added controls. The addition of these three control measures reduces TZo, 
and hence, reduces the risk of infection. However, a cholera epidemic could still occur 
if the control measures are not strong enough to reduce TZo to below one. Conse­
quently, TZo remains a significant epidemic threshold (if TZo < 1, then the disease will 
be eradicated, but if TZq > 1, then the disease will persist and spread) and effective 
control of cholera remains a critical and complex problem to solve.
Next, we proposed a general multi-group model to study the effects of spatial het­
erogeneity and dispersal on cholera transmission via direct and indirect pathways. 
This model incorporated a general formulation for the incidence and pathogen con­
centration in each group. By design, this framework allows for variation of the risk of 
infection and concentration of toxigenic vibrios in the aquatic environment between
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different regions, and hence unifies many existing multi-group cholera models. Un­
der biologically reasonable conditions, the basic reproduction number TZq continues 
to be a sharp threshold for cholera dynamics in multiple groups. In fact, the basic 
reproduction number TZo is the sum of the individual reproduction numbers from all 
of the n groups. The individual reproduction numbers consist of a contribution from 
the direct transmission and a contribution from the indirect transmission within each 
group, implying tha t the two modes of transmission can independently or jointly start 
an epidemic, first within the group and then potentially spread into other groups. 
Therefore, we now can more accurately model cholera dynamics and the implementa­
tion and effects of specific control measures in various spatial regions where infection 
risks are high, toxigenic vibrios are prevalent, accessibility is restricted, or provisions 
are not readily available or in dire need. Additionally, we conducted a stability anal­
ysis of the disease-free and endemic equilibria. We presented a two-group cholera 
model to verify our analysis.
Finally, we proposed a  generalized cholera model in a  time-periodic environment. 
The force of infection and pathogen concentration in the aquatic environment are con­
sidered as periodic functions to illustrate seasonal and climatic patterns. We derived 
the basic reproduction number using the next infection operator and established IZo 
as a sharp threshold for cholera dynamics in periodic environments; when TZq < 1, 
the disease dies out, and when 1Z0 > 1, the disease persists. Further, we conducted 
a careful analysis on the epidemic and endemic dynamics. We validated our analysis 
through numerical simulation of three different cholera models with time-periodic 
incidence and pathogen concentration functions. Specifically, we studied periodic 
variations of contact rate with contaminated water and a periodic rate of human 
contribution to the pathogenic concentration. These factors allowed us to simulate 
the seasonal variations in water quality and the aquatic reservoir due to climatic oc­
currences such as monsoons, floods, droughts and water temperature changes. Thus, 
the significant contribution of this general non-autonomous cholera model in a peri­
odic environment is tha t it provides a basic framework for the consideration of many 
different temporal environmental factors in an effort to more accurately model the 
complex cholera dynamics which are subject to seasonal oscillations.
Furthermore, we have extended the generalized multi-group model to a  periodic 
setting. That is, we have constructed a model th a t incorporates seasonality as well
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as spatial heterogeneity to more realistically describe cholera dynamics. In the fu­
ture, we hope to conduct a more detailed study of this non-autonomous model with 
spatial heterogeneity. To th a t end, this research illustrates some weaknesses in the 
proposed generalized models. While the multi-group and periodic models provide 
a basic framework for autonomous and non-autonomous infectious waterborne dis­
ease models, respectively, the multi-group model omits seasonal factors which are 
significant in endemic regions. On the other hand, the periodic model does not con­
sider movement and interaction between various spatial regions and their impact on 
cholera dynamics; i.e., the entire population being studied must exist under the same 
conditions in the same environment which is not realistic. Hence, a non-autonomous 
model that incorporates spatial heterogeneity would provide significant insight into 
and a better representation of the complex cholera dynamics.
In addition to a more thorough study of a multi-group periodic cholera model, 
we hope to have a better comprehension of the ecology of cholera vibrios and, thus, 
can describe the dynamics of the toxigenic vibrios in the aquatic reservoir more 
realistically. Since V. cholerae can survive for long periods of time in water, we wish 
to  improve our understanding of this autochtonous growth of vibrios and include 
this behavior into a cholera model. Another attribute of V. cholerae is th a t it can 
assume a viable, but non-culturable form [68] which complicates the modeling and 
understanding of cholera dynamics. Thus, in the future, we aim to expand our 
knowledge and comprehension on more complex cholera epidemiological models. We 
are currently studying and analyzing cholera dynamics through a PDE cholera model 
tha t includes diffusion coefficients to incorporate spatial heterogeneity and a cholera 
model that incorporates bacterial growth and possible Allee effects.
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A PPE N D IX  A
SOME CHOLERA MODELS IN HOMOGENEOUS  
SETTINGS
We briefly present four autonomous mathematical cholera models in homogeneous 
environments for reference.
A .l  C O D E gO ’S MODEL
In 2001, Codego [15] proposed the following mathematical cholera model:
=  n(H  - S ) -  a \(B )S ,  (Al)
=  aX(B)S  -  r J , (A2)
=  B(nb — m b ) + e l .  (A3)
In this model, H  represents the total human population and n is the human birth 
and death rate. The incidence is given by aX(B)  =  where a is the rate of
exposure to contaminated water and K  is the concentration of V. cholerae in water 
that yields 50% chance of catching cholera, also known as the half saturation rate.
The parameter r =  n  +  7  where 7  is the rate a t which people recover from cholera
and the parameter e is the contribution of each infected person to the population of 
V. cholerae in the aquatic environment. Finally, nb and mb are the growth rate and 
loss rate, respectively, of V. cholerae in the aquatic environment.
A .2 MODEL OF M UKANDAVIRE ET AL








describing cholera dynamics in 2011 ,
J C  O
—  =  hN - P ' S — z - P hS I - hS, (A4)at k + ±>
d l  H





7 1 — fiR,  (A6)
£ / -  5B.  (A7)
In this model, N  represents the total human population and fi is the natural hu­
man birth and death rate. The incidence is given by +  [3h i  where 3e and
3h denote environment-to-human transmission and human-to-human transmission, 
respectively. Further, k corresponds to K , 7  corresponds to  r, £ corresponds to e, 
and 6 corresponds to mb — nb in the model of Codego.
A .3 T IE N  A N D  E A R N ’S M ODEL
Tien and Earn [62] proposed the following compartmental ODE model in 2010,
1 C*
—  =  fiN  - b w W S  - 6 / 5 /  -  t*S, (A8)
^  =  bw W S  + brS I  - 7 /  -  /// , (A9)
dW
—  =  a l - S W ,  (A10)
dR
-  =  (A ll)
The pathogen concentration is denoted by W  instead of B. Parameters bw and 6/ 
represent the transmission rate for water-to-person and person-to-person contact, 
respectively. Also, a  corresponds to e, and £ corresponds to mb — nb in the model 
of Codego. We note that this model is similar to th a t of Mukandavire et al., but no 
saturation effect was considered.
A .4 W A N G  A N D  LIAO’S M ODEL











S f { I , B ) - ( 1 + b)I, (A13)
7  /  — bR, (A14)
h{ I , B )  (A15)
where f ( I , B ) is the incidence function which determines the rate of new infection, 
and the function h(I,  B)  describes the rate of change for the pathogen in the envi­
ronment. In this model, b represents the human birth and death rate.
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A PPE N D IX  B
GRAPH THEORETICAL METHOD FOR  
CONSTRUCTING LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
We briefly review the background of the graph theoretical approach in [58] to 
construct a Lyapunov function to  assist in proving global stability of the endemic 
equilibrium. Let (Q, A) be a weighted digraph where Q has n  vertices and A  = [a^j >
0 is the n  x n weight matrix. If the directed arc (j , i )  exists, then the entry is
equal to the weight of the arc, otherwise atJ =  0. A digraph Q is strongly connected
if for any pair of distinct vertices i, j ,  there exists a directed path from i to j  (and 
also from j  to i) [58]. A weighted digraph (Q, A)  is strongly connected if and only if 
the weight matrix A  is irreducible [6].
Let Tj be the set of all spanning trees of (Q, A)  th a t are rooted at vertex i. For 
T  € Tj, the weight of T , denoted by w(7~), is the product of weights on all arcs of 
T .  Let
«  =  £  * =  1 , . . . ,  n. (Bl)
TeTi
Then ct > 0, and for any family of functions H l(z)r]=1 with z  =  (z\ , . . . ,  zm)T 6  Mm, 
the following holds
71 71
^  ^   ̂CiCiijHj(z)-
i,j=l i,j=1
In particular, if (G,A)  is strongly connected (i.e., A  is irreducible), then q  >  0 for
1 = 1, . . . ,  n.
Then, we have the following result for construction of Lyapunov functions for 
infectious disease models.
T h eo rem  1. [58] Let U be an open set in Rm. Let
4  = f k ( z i , z 2, • • • , zm), k  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,m,  (B2)
be a differential equation system with z = (zj, Z2 , - - ■, zm) €  U. Suppose that the 
following assumptions are satisfied:
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(i) There exist functions Di : U —> R, GV, : U —> M and constants >  0 such 
that for every 1 < i < n, D ' =  D ' | ( B 2)  < aijGtj(z) for z <E U.
(ii) For A — [aij\, each directed cycle C o f (G, A) has 52(s,r)ec(C) Grs < 0 fo r  z 6  U, 
where e(C) denotes the arc set o f the directed cycle C.
Then, the function D(z) =  i CiDfiz), with constants Ci > 0  as given in equation 
(B l), satisfies D' =  D 'l^ )  <  0; that is, D is a Lyapunov function for the system  
(B2).
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A PPE N D IX  C
BASIC REPRODUCTION NU M BER  FOR EPIDEM IC  
MODELS IN PERIODIC ENVIRONM ENTS
We briefly review the work in [66] below. Following the setup for autonomous epi­
demic models [64] (also briefly reviewed in Section 2.1), consider an epidemiological 
model represented by the non-autonomous system
(i T  •
— - =  f i ( t ,x)  = Ti ( t , x )  -  Vi(t ,x) i = l , . . . , n  (Cl)
at
where Ti( t , x)  denotes the rate of appearance of new infections in the ith  compart­
ment, and Vt(f, x) denotes the rate of transfer of individuals into or out of the zth 
compartment. Both x) and Vi(t,x)  are cu-periodic in t  for some oj > 0. Let 
xi,  X2 , ■ ■ ■, x m denote the infected compartments, and x m+i, x m+2 , ■ ■ ■ ,x n denote the 
uninfected compartments. Define X $  to  be the set of all disease-free states:
X$ = {x  > 0 | Xi = 0 , 1 < i < m}.
In addition, assume that system (Cl) has a disease-free periodic solution x°(t)  =  
^ 0 , . . . , 0 , x ^ +1( t ) , . . . , x “ (t)^ and define
df j ( t , x° ( t ) ) \
d x  ■ /
J  /  m + K t ,  j < n
Let 4>m( )̂ denote the monodromy matrix of the o;-periodic system dz/dt  = M(t )z .  
It is further assumed that x°(t) is linearly asymptotically stable in the disease-free 
subspace Xs;  i.e.,
p( $M(uj)) < 1 (C2)
where p($A/(w)) is the spectral radius of $ a/(cu).
It follows that
D S V , A t ) )  = (  F(0 ‘} ® )  and D , V ( t , A ‘ »  =  (  ™  _ ° (f) )
M{t) = (
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where F(t)  is a non-negative matrix and —V(t)  is a cooperative m atrix defined by
a n d n t ) . ( M 2 )
\  3 /  1 \  3 /  1 3 < m
respectively.
Further, let F( t , s ) ,  t > s, be the evolution operator of the linear ca-periodic 
system
A  = ~ V[ t )y ‘ (C3)
Now assume that <j>(s) is w-periodic and is the initial distribution of infectious indi­
viduals. Define the linear operator L : Cw —» Cu where Cu is the ordered Banach 
space of all co-periodic functions from R to Rm equipped with the maximum norm 
||.Hoc and the positive cone = {<$ € Cw : <p(t) >  0,Vt € R} by
Jr o o' Y( t ,  t -  s )F( t  -  s)<(>(t -  s)ds, Vt € R. (C4)
o
This L  is referred to as the next infection operator, and the basic reproduction 
number is defined as the spectral radius of L, i.e.,
n 0 =  p{L).  (C5)
The following theorem is established to characterize TZq.
T h eo rem  1 . Consider the linear ui-periodic equation
^  =  ( ~ V ( t )  +  w, t € M, w € Rn, A € (0, oc).
Let W( t , s ,  A), t > s, s € R be the evolution operator of this system on Rm. Then 
the following statements are valid:
(i) Ifp(W(u>,  0, A)) =  1 has a positive solution Ao, then Ao is an eigenvalue o f L, 
and hence TZo > 0 .
(ii) I f l Z o > 0 ,  then A =  TZq is the unique solution of p(W(u>, 0, A)) =  1.
(Hi) IZo =  0 i f  and only i f  p{W {u, 0, A)) <  1 fo r  all A > 0.
On the other hand, based on the assumption (C2) and the observation
D M t ) )  ( m - v i t )  o \
one obtains the result below.
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T h eo rem  2 . The following statements are valid:
(i) TZq =  1 if  and only if p($>F^v (ui)) =  1.
(ii) TZq > 1 i f  and only if p(&F-v(uj)) > 1.
(Hi) IZq < 1 if  and only if p ($ F^v  (<+>)) <  1 .
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